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1.0

Overview

1.1

Introduction

Smart Meter Technology Procurement &. Installation Plan

On October 15, 2008, Governor Rendell signed House Bill 2200 into law as Act 129 of 2008 ("Act
129"), which became effective on November 14, 2008. Among other things, Act 129 directed each
electric distribution company ("EDC") with more than 100,000 customers to file with the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("Commission") by August 14, 2009, its Smart Meter
Technology Procurement and Installation Plan ("Plan"). On June 24, 2009, the Commission
entered an Implementation Order ("Order") in which it provided general guidance as to the
information to be included in the Plan. Pursuant to Act 129 and that Order, Metropolitan Edison
("Met-Ed"), Pennsylvania Electric Company ("Penelec") and Pennsylvania Power Company ("Penn
Power") (collectively "Companies") hereby submit their Plan.''
As discussed in Section II, the Plan consists of both a general long term time line and a more
detailed short term plan. Consistent with the Order, the Companies are proposing a 30-month
grace period in which they will assess their needs, select tlie necessary technology, secure
vendors, train personnel, install and test support equipment and establish a detailed meter
deployment schedule consistent with the statutory requirements ~ including a deployment plan for
the period (i) during the grace period; (ii) post grace period/pre-build out completion; and (iii) post
build out. These tasks will be performed during the first 24 months of the grace period (Assessment
Period.) At the end of the Assessment Period, the Companies will submit to the Commission a
supplement to the Plan that includes among other things: (i) a detailed long term time line, with key
milestones; (ii) a smart meter solution; (iii) the costs of such a solution, along with an assessment of
benefits; (iv) a network design solution; (v) a communications architecture design solution; (vi) a
training assessment and proposed curriculum; (vii) a cost recovery forecast; (viii) a transition plan
including communication to employees and consumers; and (ix) a detailed tiered roll-out plan
("Deployment Plan.") During the anticipated six month process for approval of the Deployment
Plan, the Companies will prepare to implement their proposed plan for deployment of smart meters
to new construction customers and others who request such meters, and will perform low cost tasks
in preparation of the build out consistent with the Deployment Plan that is ultimately approved.^
Section III of the Plan addresses estimated costs both during and after the grace period, as well as
proposes recovery of costs through an automatic adjustment clause. The Companies are asking
the Commission to approve, as part of the approval of the Plan, both the proposed recovery
mechanism, and the recovery of the Assessment Period costs (currently estimated at $29.5 million)
through such mechanism.^
1.2

About the Companies

Met-Ed, Penelec and Penn Power are part of FirstEnergy Corp. With its seven electric utility
operating companies, FirstEnergy operates the fifth-largest investor-owned electric utility in the
United States based on approximately 4.5 million customers served over a 36,100-square-mile area
of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Rather than submitting tliree separate plans, the Companies, given that they are part of an integrated distribution system, are submitting a single
comprehensive plan that applies to all three Companies.
^ Given the magnitude of costs associated witli the implementation of this Plan (currently estimated at approximately $330,000,000), approval of the
Plan, as well as timely and total cost recovery, is a prerequisite to moving forward with each major task.
Generally, these costs are comprised of test lab costs, equipment costs, computer hardware and software, professional consulting fees and other labor
and expenses incurred during the Assessment Period.

1
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In Pennsylvania, the Companies serve approximately 1.3 million customers over approximately
22,000 square miles - which equates to approximately half of the total area within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Figure 1). The three combined service territories are unique,
having diverse terrains with varying degrees of customer density. This diversity, along with the
need to develop a smart meter solution that will transcend state boundaries4, creates significant
challenges specific to the Companies. Equally challenging for all of Pennsylvania's EDCs is the
need to develop their respective plans in an environment that continues to change as technology
improves, vendors merge, and standards are established on a regional and national level. These
are just several of the many factors that were considered during the development of the
Companies' Plan.
Figure 1: FirstEnergy Pennsylvania Operating Company Territories

The Companies arc part of an integrated delivery system shared by FirstEnergy's Ohio and New Jersey utilities.
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2.0. The Smart Meter Plan
2.1

Factors Guiding the Plan Development

2.1.1 Objectives
The development of the Plan is based on the following objectives:
The following objectives were considered during the development of the Plan:
1. Submit a plan that complies with Act 129 and the Commission's Implementation Order.
2. Minimize the likelihood of stranded investment created if the wrong technology is selected
through robust evaluation and analysis and adherence to national smart metering/smart grid
standards and policies.
3. Develop a strategic and cost effective deployment plan to maximize early benefits at the
least cost to customers.
4. Present a plan that provides the Companies with full cost recovery, including fair returns for
any capital employed, while allowing them sufficient financial flexibility to provide for their
other not-insubstantial capital requirements and obligations to shareholders.
Customer benefit goals incorporated into the Plan include the following:
1. Providing customers with hourly energy data and pricing to enable rate options focusing on
achieving Energy Efficiency and Demand Response.
2. Enabling improvements in both existing and new Customer Services programs.
3. Capturing any potential and economic operational benefits, including, for example, storm
management and restoration services.
Technology characteristics incorporated into the Plan include:
1. Two-way communications supporting near real-time pricing, usage and other related
information for customers, utilities, and third-parties including EGS and providers of
conservation and load management service.
2. Equipment and processes that encourage AMI, Demand Response and Home Area
Networking.
A number of other factors were considered during the development of the Plan, including:
•
•
•
•
2.2

Act 129 legislation calls for 100% customer deployment of smart meters with an
implementation timeline of up to 15 years from the date of approval of the Plan.
Time-of-Use and Real-Time-Pricing rates will be in place consistent with Pennsylvania law
and the Commission's Implementation Order.
There is up to a 30-month grace period in which no smart meters are required to be
deployed; such grace period starts upon the Commission's approval of the Companies'
Plan.
Full and timely cost recovery on all costs associated with the evaluation, development,
deployment and operation of a smart metering system will be approved.
The Commission's Order

On June 18, 2009, the Commission issued its Implementation Order, which established the
standards each plan must meet, established the minimum smart meter capability required, and
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provided guidance on the Commission's expectations for deployment of smart meters. (Order, p.
1.) Specifically, the Plan must address (i) the Companies' current deployment of smart meter
technology (Order, p. 3); (ii) a plan for future deployment, complete with dates for key milestones
and measurable goals (Order, pp. 3-4); (iii) the Companies' plans for meeting certain specific
milestones during the ZQ-monih grace period, including a status reporting plan (Order, p. 8) and a
plan to distribute interval data meters and access to interval data upon customer request (Order, p.
7); (iv) certain meter functionality (Order, pp. 15-24); (v) data access and EDI capabilities (Order,
pp. 24-28); and (vi) costs and cost recovery (Order, pp. 28-33). Each of these areas is discussed
below.
2.2.1. Current Deployment of Smart Meter Technologies
The Companies' currently deploy smart meter technology through MV-90 meters to over 1600
meters, which represents the majority of the Companies' largest commercial and industrial
customers. These meters provide automated hourly consumption data to the Companies'
information systems, with such data regularly available to customers at their facilities.
Table 1: FirstEnergy Current Smart Meter Technologies
2008 MV-90 Breakdown by Premise
'(!^W^'^{WJXMS^^^}^

Total Billed Revenue
Accounts
Yearly Revenue Per Account
Avg Monthly Revenue
Avg Monthly Revenue Per Account

imM^m iBBHftec ~-:
$348,000,000
d91
$503,618
$29,000,000
$41,968

$249,000,000
730
$341,096
$20,750,000
$28,425

piMlll I'llWl'l

$38,400,000
191
$201,047
$3,200,000
$16,754

\\\ Iul|H
$635,400,000
1,612
$394,169
$52,950,000
$32,847

The Companies' MV-90 system is a proven, low-cost, solution for interval data collection,
management and analysis and can be used as a data collection engine that interfaces to existing
data management and analytical tools. It may also be used as an end-to-end interval data collection
and management tool both today and in the interim during the comprehensive implementation of
smart metering technology.
Both Met Ed and Penelec offer optional time-of-use ("TOU") rates to residential customers.
Currently 48,868 customers participate in Met Ed's TOU program; 21,871 participate in Penelec's.
Both of these companies have proposed a voluntary real time pricing rate option for default service
customers on rate schedules GS-Small and GS-Medium, as well as a real-time default service rate
for customers on rates GS-Large, GP and TP in their pending Default Service Proceeding at Docket
Nos. P-2009-2093053 and P-2009-2093054.
Both companies will continue to encourage
customers to take advantage of these load shifting initiatives as a way to fully benefit from these
special rates. Although rates are not described in this filing as programs, separate monitoring and
verification protocols will be developed in order to assess the impacts associated with these rates
so that the Companies may include their contributions toward the Act 129 energy efficiency/demand
response targets.
Penn Power will propose a voluntary real time pricing rate option for default service customers on
rate schedules GS-Small and GS-Medium in its next default service case. Penn Power has as a
real-time default service rate for customers on rates GP and GT. Penn Power will continue to
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encourage customers to take advantage of these load shifting initiatives as a way to fully benefit
from these special rates.
2.2.2. Plan for Future Deployment
In its Order, the Commission stated that "[ejach smart meter plan shall include: a plan for future
deployment [of smart meters], complete with dates for key milestones and measurable goals ...."
(Order, pp. 3-4.) It further granted a grace period not to exceed 30 months and indicated that an
EDC should include in its smart meter procurement and installation plan "a proposal for meeting
specific milestones within this 30 month grace period." (Id.) Consistent with these provisions, and
as more fully discussed below, the Companies' Plan includes both a general long term plan based
on information currently available, and a more detailed plan that will be implemented during the 30
month grace period.
Long-Term Overview
The Companies' long term plan anticipates a 15 year full scale deployment of smart metering
across the Companies' total service territory. The full deployment will occur in a tiered roll out
(presumably to high population areas first) to maximize the cost-to-benefit ratio and to minimize the
overall cost to customers. In order to develop a plan to accomplish this, the Companies will utilize
the 30 month grace period authorized by the Commission, the first 24 months of which will be used
to develop a Deployment Plan that will be filed with the Commission as a supplement to this Plan.
During the Assessment Period the Companies will assess their needs, select the necessary
technology, secure vendors, train personnel, install and test support equipment, and establish a
cost effective and strategic deployment schedule consistent with the statutory requirements. During
the remaining six months of the grace period (which the Companies assume will be the period
during which the Plan will be reviewed and approved) the Companies will continue to prepare for
the delivery of smart meters to new construction customers and others who request such meters
and will perform low cost tasks in further preparation for the implementation of the Plan as
ultimately approved.
The Companies have developed a general long term time line, which is set forth below and is also
depicted in more detail in a chart attached as Exhibit A. It should be noted that the target dates set
forth below and in Exhibit A are based on information currently available and are subject to change
based on various factors, including without limitation, the date on which the Plan is approved, timely
and total cost recovery, and equipment availability. Starting in January, 2011, the Companies will
commence testing and deploying 5,000 - 10, 000 meters as part of a proof of concept phase. Once
the selected technology is properly tested, the Companies will commence build out of the
necessary infrastructure with a minimum of an additional 60,000 meters expected to be installed in
order to "de-bug" the system prior to full deployment. At present, the Companies anticipate that the
more densely populated areas within their respective service territories will receive partial to full
scale smart meter deployment much eadier than the 15 year target completion date. A more
detailed time line for deployment will be provided in the Companies' Deployment Plan.
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Key Milestones
Key Milestones

Target Completion Date

Issue RFP and Hire Plan Development Consultant

June, 2009

Submit Smart Metering Filing to PA Commission

August 14, 2009

Submit EDI Proposal

December, 2009

Obtain Approval of Plan

April, 2010

Commence Phase I - Grace Period

April, 2010

Submit Deployment Plan for Approval

April, 2012

30-month Grace Period Ends

October, 2012

o

Start Interim Installation of Meters

October, 2012

Obtain Approval of Implementation Plan

October, 2012

Commence Build Out of Necessary Infrastructure

Est.-April, 2013

Test and Deploy 5000-10,000 Meters

Est. -December, 2013

Complete Build Out of Infrastructure

Est.-March, 2016

Start De-bug system with 60,000 meter deployment

Est.-April, 2016

Full Scale Deployment Commences

Est.-April, 2017

Full Scale Deployment Complete

Est.-March, 2022

Thirty Montfi Grace Period
The Companies' Road Map and Work Plan
The Smart Meter Project Roadmap (Table 2) depicts a summary view of the Items that will be
necessary during the Assessment Period. A Gant chart reflecting the time frame in which each of
these tasks is performed is included on attached Exhibit A1. These high-level implementation plan
outlines key project milestones which drive the development of the detailed work plan as discussed
below. This effort is a significant and critical piece of the analysis and evaluation that is necessary
to develop the transition plan for full scale deployment.

Smart Meter Technology Procurement & Installation Plan
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Table 2: 24 month Project Roadmap

Phase 1 - Business Plan
Smart fVleter Project Roadmap
Current SUl9

• Ev»ia»uon : :
xDfrUltnJ Discovery
> Transactional Cost
Mod«t

i;:- Firtumjtote|,0^:^9iif;; k&S|^M^w*n^ i'pl^
> Communication?
Infrastructure Design
> System
Architecture

y Technology Fit
Assessment

> Deployment
Strategy 0«$jgn
> Workforce
Transition Design

>-Current State
Business Process

> Future State
Business Process &
Gap Analysis

> DepJoymenl Impact
Analysis

> Soft\vare&MDHS
Requiremtflti

> K«y SlakchoUer
Communications

> RFP Response

teiifeSIiili
> Pilot O^ploymerrt
Readiness Dts^n
>^jDr{nterfacing
System Desigrt

Evaluation

> Benefit Analysis
>-Pr»llniJnjryM*rk*t
Priclna

J-RR&RFPDesiga
Development and
Oistrliutton

> Sy Item & Data
Functionality
Requirements

> Vendw- Selwliom
Criterii
>-DueOiB9enc*&
Scoring

> End PoiErt Throng
System fntegratimi
Valtdaticn
> CimimuRcations
Inh'astni^ure Testing

> CoffiftiunECiUofis
infra s(fuctur« ReaiSntss
Bum

S'CiSCoraFunctiofis
InNtgration Testing

> Colector. Meter anij
InstallalKkn Sta^'fig
Design h-e-t^pbyimnt

> Asset Tracicing.
Tools and Iriventory
Conirol

> AMI Central.
Governance sndPiK)
Setup

> Syst«n Reirorting,
^arms &Contro(

> CtMitract NegoSations
> Contract Avard and
Legal

> n m ffi!«gratiw
> Media, R«gtilMOf 3*^
Conmm*r'Mm^mn
Campaign Uuntih
> Sponsor Readiness
and Go Live

sourc4: Sf»c)i& v t i u n

The Companies have developed a detailed work plan, the major components of which are included
in Table 3 below. The detailed steps necessary to accomplish some of these tasks is set forth in
attached Exhibit B. Exhibit B is not intended to be all inclusive, but rather Is included simply to
demonstrate the numerous tasks that will need to be accomplished by the end of the Assessment
Period. It Is currently anticipated that the detailed work plan will include more than 600 specific
tasks that will need to be performed in order to develop the Deployment Plan. While the work plan
includes estimated hours to complete each task, again, these targets are subject to change should
unanticipated events occur.
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Table 3: Phase I Work

P l l ^ ^ l i f i - ' \.TaskN
Phase 1 - A M I Program
Program Management
Regulatory Communications & Public Stakeholder Awareness

Estin"a:ya LaLc^ hcurs
93,409
4.864
947

Consumer Awareness & Communications
Current State Evaluation

730
2,684

Future State Design

4,870

Procurement

3,693

AMI Test Meters / System

29,690

Back Office/Network Assessment, Integration Tests, & Upgrade

34,552

Back Office/Network Evaluation Design

7,944

Readiness Implementation

2,964

Pilot Through Full Production Deployment- Readiness
Post Production Support- Readiness

370
104

Commission Specific Requirements During the Grace Period
In the Implementation Order, the Commission indicated that an EDCs plan should specifically
address the following activities during the grace period: (1) Needs assessment and technology
solutions; (2) Selection of technology and vendors; (3) Network designs; (4) Training; (5) Testing;
(6) EDI certification; and (7) Deployment of meters. (Order, p. p. 7-8.) While each of these
activities is part of the Companies' comprehensive work plan discussed above, a brief discussion of
each of these milestones is briefly discussed below. And while individually discussed, some of the
steps to be performed in order to complete these tasks overlap one another.
1) Needs and Technology Assessment
In order to properly assess the Companies' needs, they must first evaluate their service territory
characteristics. Only after this evaluation is complete can the Companies evaluate potential
technological solutions.
Service Territory Assessment
Pennsylvania comprises 46,058 square miles, of which the Companies serve 1.3 million
customers over 22,000 square miles, or approximately half of the total area within
Pennsylvania (Table 5). The Companies' service territory has several significant differences
from other peer utilities. For example, this territory includes both metropolitan and rural
areas in a terrain of mountains, valleys and plains. In some instances, there are fewer than
100 meters per 100 square miles, with almost half of the territory having no customers at all.
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Table 4: The Companies' Meter Statistics
EDC

Penn Power

Met-Ed

Penelec

Totals

Residential Customers

139,891

484,696

505,743

1,130,330

Commercial Customers

19,377

62,894

80,998

163,269

Industrial Customers

216

1,765

2,326

4,307

Totals

159,484

549,355

589,067

1,297,906

Square Miles

1,100

3,300

17,600

22,000

Meters

165,576

559,367

601,587

1,326,530

•

This data illustrates the wide variation in service area demographics, which include a
combination of densely-populated urban areas, a mixed concentration of large-scale
industrial development, and suburban and rural communities. Each of these "subcategories" demands study in order to determine the most appropriate deployment to
meet the stated objectives.

•

It is expected that Companies will not be able to use a "one-size-fits-all" approach to
best meet the objectives, and, as a result, they will need to perform a comprehensive
and detailed analysis prior to selecting the proper smart metering technologies that
will best meet the customers' needs and the objectives outlined above. In order to
accomplish this task, the Companies must evaluate the current distribution and
metering systems and evaluate potential options for improvements thereto (Current
State Evaluation), as well as design a system for the future (Future State Design).
The Current State Evaluation is expected to be completed by September 1, 2010,
with the Future State Design completed by mid-February, 2011. Both of these tasks
are critical components within the Assessment Period and account for almost 10% of
the necessary work performed during this time frame.

The Companies have commenced certain assessments and evaluations, the preliminary
results of which are set forth below:
Figure 2: Meter Density Distribution

Meter Density Distribution
^ 300,000
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^
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Figure 3: Meter Density Map

•
E]
•
•

Urban => 3,200 Meters / Sq. Mi.
Suburban =>1,280Meters/Sq.Mi
Rural => 100 Meiers/Sq. Mi.
Remote<100Meter3/Sq.Mi.

The urban and suburban service territory comprises approximately 180 square miles, which
equates to less than 1% of the Companies' total service territory, yet comprises a significant
percentage of the Companies' customer base. Customers are spread over an area with
vastly different terrain which presents challenges for selecting the various smart meter
solutions that will fit these diverse service territory characteristics. The Companies will
focus a great deal of effort on technology evaluation to insure that each component of the
various systems can meet all necessary functional requirements.
Functionality Assessment
Act 129 and the Commission's Implementation Order established the requisite smart meter
functionality. Based on input from the Companies' consultant. Black & Veatch, it is
anticipated that potential vendors offer equipment with various strengths and weaknesses,
thus further supporting the belief that a single smart meter solution will not feasible. Table 5
sets forth a preliminary evaluation form that the Companies intend to use when assessing all
of the major AMI vendors. This form currently includes all functional requirements set forth
in the Commission's Order. However, the Company may include additional criteria as more
information becomes available.

10
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Table 5: Pa Act 129 Smart Meter Technology
RANKING: •Fulfy Meets Expectations; OMosllyMeets Expectations; OPartialfy Meets Expectations; ODoes Not Meet Expectations

MiitillSS ^

t ' ^f0"i:|\yi:"; •{ :;;^-Pa'^'lH^MIti)^

^ ^ ^ ^ t D

•Vf-.'..,i:VEHDOR; "•,;*•:*

H'lf-Sfiiiip

wi«f«»„ \ : '

VENDOR
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2wa)f data communications
Remote discanneclion / reconneclion
15 minule or shortGr inleival data
Record usage on an hourly basis per day (min.)
Storage of data in the meler
Compliance with Open standards and protocols for nationally recognized non-proprietary standards such as
IEEE 602.15,4
•Remote upgradeabililyMonitor vollags aleach meter and report data in a manner thai allows Ihe ulililylo react lo the infomialion
Remote programming capability
Communicate outages and restorations
Support net metering
SuppDil aulomatic load control
Support TOU and Real-Time Pricing Rates
Information on hourly consumption
Customer direct access lo consumption sni pricing information
Time stamped interval data in one hour inleivals
On-Oemand remotely toad meters
Send signals lo customer equipment to trigger demand response functions and conned w i h HAN
Security Standards
Non-discrim.nalory access for reta.t supplier and curtailment seivice pro-i-iders to meter data and demand
response control funtlions
M i l implemented for all customers
Send price signals to customers
lilonitor Compfianca with load management and DR programs
Capability to ailow customers to pre program lesponse appliance upon noIrScalion of demand response or load
control events
Support applications that promote and enhance system operaling efficiency and service
Suppport customer education and eneigy management

2) Vendor Selection
The selection of vendors will be based on the results of the above needs and technology
assessments. Once such assessments are completed and internal recommendations are
developed and approved, the Companies will start the Vendor/Technology selection process. It is
expected that this selection process will start in mid-September, 2010 and continue for
approximately 9.5 months. Some of the major steps that must be completed during this time period
include:
RFP design, development, and distribution
RFP for Meter Data Management System ("MDMS") software/vendor

11
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•

RFP for communications infrastructure software/vendor

•

Development of Selection Criteria/RFP Response Evaluation

•

Due diligence for finalists

•

Contract negotiations for each vendor

3) Network Design
Similar to the Current State Evaluation that will be peri'ormed during the needs assessment, the
Companies must evaluate current legacy systems, performing a gap analysis and assessing
potential options that will fill the gaps. It is expected that the Companies will commence the network
design task in January, 2011, expecting to complete it by the end of 2013. Some of the major steps
to complete this task include:
Develop an evaluation plan
Evaluate legacy systems for functionality and interfacing capabilities
Confirm future system capability requirements
Perform a technical compliance review
Create a high level design, followed by a detailed design
Define system interface needs
Cross team review of proposed solution
4) Training/Organizational Readiness
Throughout the Plan, the Companies refer to training needs as "change management" or "change
leadership" and view this as an on-going task throughout the implementation of this Plan.
Notwithstanding this view, the Companies anticipate performing a formal assessment of employee
skill sets during the grace period. This will commence in April, 2010, and continue to evolve as
more information surrounding the necessary infrastructure and equipment becomes known. Some
of the significant steps surrounding organizational readiness and the development of a training plan
include:
•

Document new or modified system functionalities

•

Document existing and new or modified business processes

•

Conduct an employee end user impact assessment

•

Design and develop training solutions to meet the needs of impacted end users

•

Perform necessary training

•

Evaluate training effectiveness, modifying as necessary

•

Provide on-going, post training technical assistance

These tasks are incorporated into the Roadmap set forth below:

12
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Table 6: Organizational Readiness Roadmap

0rganJ?atliriil2:Ria^inesi;Appr^^
; PrcjeclTcam Dcvelopimht ' [;;^;:Ghari^6;uadersKp^-;;?lr^ ly^Z(p Comffitmis3^!m«si!iS'pi-rH lj$jiii UjSVr^UaiiRiig P^rarns l ]
> Project Team Technical
Trjinng
> Project Team Training
Logistics Planning

> Can StakehoMersaeariy
Explain Vision for tie Fulure
Statt
> Uonitof St3k€*i<Jdef
Engag^nent
> Monitor Communicatiort
Effectiveness
> Does RrstEnergy Know What
Changes tD Expect
> Is Training Developed and
Effective
> Is FirstEnergy Engaged and
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Principtes. Consistent ^ssages
> Detiie FVooessTeam Cascade
CommunicaBoos Plan
> Draft and EKecute
Communications Ban
> Communicate Suw^sses

> Map Job Rotes t> ^ t Process
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> Identify End Users
>EUP Development
> Curridium Development
> Training Content Devefopmenf
> TratnirqCKentDatabase
>UateriaIs FVoduc^on and
Distribution
>Tr3ining Logistics Wanning
>Train-ttiB-Train€r
>Training D^k>yment
Coordinafion
>Delivef Training

5) Installation, Testing and Rollout Plans
The Commission's Order requires that the Companies address the "establishment of plans for [,as
well as actual] installation, testing and rollout of[,] support equipment and software." (Order, p. 7).
The specifics surrounding these tasks will be developed during the Assessment Period and
included in the Deployment Plan. While not all details are known at this time, the Companies will
perform a Technical Trial, which will involve between 5,000 and 10,000 meters^ and consist of two
major components: (i) an AMI test lab; and (ii) a pre-implementation assessment and upgrade. The
purpose of the Technical Trial is to thoroughly assess and evaluate a variety of smart meter
manufacturers, network components, and software application alternatives that will meet the
desired business objectives for full-scale smart meter deployment. The knowledge gained
throughout this exercise will be used to make decisions and to more fully develop the Deployment
Plan.
Al\/ll Test Lab
The AMI Test Lab will be used as a proving ground for various AMI hardware, software and
communications components specific to application to the Companies' service areas^.
Within the AMI Test Lab environment, the Companies will install the meters along with
various communications technologies that will be directly connected to the test lab data
center. In the data center the Companies will deploy a selection of MDMS software and
control systems. This will allow the Companies to not only adequately assess the efficiency
of the communications network and software as applied in their service areas, but will also
enable them to meet the objectives described in Act 129. The data center will contain a
non-production path "Sandbox" copy of the Companies' core applications. The "Sandbox"
environment will be modeled after FirstEnergy's existing production environment. Some
scoping limitations, however, may be necessary depending on costs and feasibility.

Some of these meters will be tested in the test lab, however the vast majority of them will be deployed and used by customers under actual field
conditions,
^ Vendors and peer utilities with experience in the full deployment of smart metering have indicated that controlled testing of systems specific to the
Companies' systems applications (e.g., meter, communication nehvork, and back office) is the most critical component to the development of a
successful integration and deployment plan.
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The purpose of the AMI Test Lab is to:
•

Identify proven suppliers to minimize risk. The Companies will select only those
suppliers that have demonstrated competence in delivering sound and approved
AM! solutions to other utilities.

•

Mitigate technical risks by evaluating proven technologies,
extensive testing of the network infrastructure.

This includes

Validate automated meter reading. By testing 5,000 - 10,000 smart meters,
there will be a large enough population to provide valid measures of the
productivity of automated meter reading. This will also include some level of
stress-testing.
Identify expandable technology. This provides insight into advanced metering
functions and ensures that it will be compatible with AMI and future smart grid
services, including the testing of an MDMS system.
Produce quantitative measurements and comparisons of the costs and benefits
of AM! that will support investment decisions.
Table 7: Proposed Test Lab Work Plan
^ii; ^'-.v' ^

Task Nanne
A M I Test Meters / System
High Level Scoping and Planning
Site Selections
Design Assessnnent Center Lab
Proof of Concept Design
Re-design and Improve
B u i l d Test L a b
Setup Software Testing Environnnent
Install Backhaul Network
Install Vendor 1 AMI Network
Install Vendor 2 AMI Network
Build and Test Scenarios
Infrastructure Design, Deploy
Architecture Design, Deploy
System Tracking and Metrics
System Tracking and Metrics Defined
Exception Management Defined
Reporting Design
AMI Test Lab Complete

Estinriated Labor Hours
29,690
7,380
1,480
700
1,600
3,600
21,470
6,640
250
1,800
1,800
10,000
320
660
840
280
280
260
20

As indicated in Table 7 above, High-Level Scoping and Planning will be completed during
the grace period, however, much of the testing and analysis will continue beyond this period.
The inclusion and utilization of the test system is a critical component for insuring integrity of
the future designs and processes. Approximately 32% of the total labor support will be
devoted to test lab activities.
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Pre-implementation Assessment and Upgrade
The Companies have already identified two critical systems that will significantly impact
network design and interfacing: (i) the Meter Data Management System ("MDMS"); and (ii)
SAP. Due to the complexity surrounding these tasks and the importance of these systems
to the overall smart meter solution, approximately 37% of the work performed during the
Assessment Period will be directed to these two major systems.
a. MDMS
MDMS is the central nervous system of tiie smart metering infrastructure turning
significant amounts of raw data into useful information.
Presently, the
Companies read approximately 1.3 million meters each month, or 15.6 million
meters annually. As smart metering is deployed, this volume of data will
increase exponentially. Therefore, it is essential to select the appropriate MDMS.
The MDMS will be designed to manage and retain the volumes of information
that will be gathered from endpoints. Because smart metering is expected to
provide more discrete and more frequent information from endpoints,
requirements for storage and processing will exceed the current capacity of many
of the Companies' existing back-office systems. The Companies will evaluate
each potential MDMS against the following criteria:
•

Data collection

•

Command management (such as turn on/off)

•

Validating and editing reads

•

Exception management

•

Event management (such as "last gasp" outage notification)

•

Invalid or missing reads capabilities

•

The ability to profile scalar meter reads

•

Bill determinants calculation capabilities

•

Aggregating meter read capabilities

•

Meter inventory tracking capabilities

•

The ability to provide data to downstream systems (such as CIS)

•

The ability to provide information directly to end users

•

The ability to support additional function (such as revenue protection
analysis, distribution planning support, prepayment)

•

Storage capabilities
requirements

consistent
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b. SAP
FirstEnergy uses SAP enterprise software for a significant portion of its data
management in order to optimize the use of information and to assure
consistency of information across its system.
This results in maximum
efficiencies to the Companies at the lowest cost to the consumer. The
integration of smart metering, MDMS and FirstEnergy's core applications is a
complex process in the development of the Companies' smart metering solution.
It is important that the functionality employed by a smart meter solution be
completely integrated into the SAP system in order to retain the efficiency and
effectiveness objectives of information management.
•

MDMS - Meter Data Management System

•

MDUS - SAP's Meter Data Unification and Synchronization System

•

SAP PI - SAP's Process Integration

•

SAP For Utilities - SAP Enterprise Core Component (ECC 6.0) with SAP
Customer Care System (CCS) and Customer Relationship Management
(CRM)

•

Other customer facing systems such as Internet & CTI/IVR

In order to adequately assess the impact of AMI integration to FirstEnergy's core
production systems and to prepare those production systems in advance of a full
smart metering deployment, it is necessary to upgrade FirstEnergy's infrastructure
and apply software upgrades to the existing systems. This work will first need to be
done in the AMI Test Lab. Once sufficiently tested, the Companies will begin such
upgrades in the field in parallel with existing systems. This preparation of the
production environment should allow for more flexibility and should eventually lead to
accelerated phase-ins of smart metenng functionality. As previously discussed, the
SAP system is a critical support system in the customer care area. Based on
preliminary discussions with vendor personnel, the following technical upgrades will
be necessary in order to accommodate smart meter technology:
•

SAP ERP/ECC6 Technical Upgrade

.

SAP/ARP/ECC6 EhP4 & CRM 7.0 Technical Upgrade

•

SAP ERP/ECC6 EhP5 Technical Upgrade

•

SAP CRM Functional Upgrade & CRM Integration (web development)

The Companies will work with the vendor to determine the optimal time line for such
upgrades, which are currently planned for 2010, 2012 and 2015.
Proposed milestones related to the Technical Trial are set forth in Figure 4 below:
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Figure 4: Proposed Test & System Integration Timeline
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6) EDI Certification
Consistent with the Commission's Implementation Order, the Companies will work with the
Commission's Electronic Data Exchange Working Group ("EDEWG") and will submit no later than
January 1, 2010 a proposal for EDI capabilities discussed in the Order at page 25, including
planned target dates for testing and certification. When developing this proposal, the Companies
will review current EDI processes and procedures, as well as applicable national standards, such as
those developed by the North American Energy Standards Board.
7) Deployment of Meters
The Commission's Order identified three distinct time frames for which the Companies were to
design deployment plans: (i) during the grace period (Order, p. 7); (ii) post grace period/pre-build
out completion (Order, pp. 10); and (iii) system-wide deployment (Order, p. 14.) The Companies
deployment plans for each of these time periods are discussed below
During the Grace Period
In its Order, the Commission indicated that EDCs were to "provide interval data capable
meters, ... and direct access to the customer's interval data to third-parties, such as EGSs
or CSPs, upon customer request." (Order, p. 7)(footnote deleted.) As discussed in Section
2,2.1, the Companies currently deploy MV 90 for industrial and large commercial customers
and intend to utilize this system for any requests made by such customers during the grace
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period. The Companies will assess various options for residential customer needs during
the Plan review and approval process, selecting a meter that provides the requisite data as
identified in the Order, based on various criteria including customer costs.
Post Grace Period/Pre Build Out Completion:
In its Order, the Commission has established certain requirements for smart meter
deployment after the grace period and prior to the completion of network build out. (See
Order, pp. 9-13.) Specifically, the Commission, consistent with Act 129, requires EDCs to
develop a proposal to provide smart meters to all new construction customers after the
grace period, (id. at 12) and to customers requesting such meters, provided that the latter
pay the incremental cost of the smart meter. (Id. at 9.) As a result, EDCs are to also include
the incremental costs with the proposal, if available, or to othen/vise seek approval of such
costs "prior to the expiration of the approved network grace period." (Id. at 10.) ^ Below is
the Companies' proposal for deployment of smart meters consistent with the Commission's
requirements.
Generally, the Companies will install smart meters for all new construction commenced and
upon customer requests received after the grace period. The type of meter will be
determined based on the nature of information desired. If the customer desires price signals
for purposes of real time pricing, the customer will receive a meter that includes a
communication card that will enable the transmittal of Real Time Pricing ("RTP") price
signals. Meter reading can be done electronically. If, on the other hand, the customer
desires to only receive pulse data for purposes of time of use ("TOU") rates, the customer
will receive a meter with a network card. These meters will be read manually.
Customers will have the capability to obtain un-validated data from the smart meter provided
that they have some type of compatible HAN technology. Validated data will be made
available the next day via the FirstEnergy Web site for all customers. Below (Figure 5) is a
flow chart of the process that will be implemented. The details surrounding each of these
steps will be further developed during the Assessment Period.
Figure 5: Post Grace Period Customer Requests/New Construction Smart Meter Installs
Customer Requests and New Construction

The Commission also requires the proposal to include a plan to identify new developments and construction early enough to incorporate it into the
system wide deployment proposal. (Order, pp. 12-13.) The Companies currently identify new construction at the time a request for service is made.
Identification of all such requests post grace period will be part of the Companies' business process evaluation and training assessment performed
during the grace period. The results of such an evaluation and assessment will be incorporated into the proposal prior to the expiration of the grace
period.
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Figure 6: Smart Meter after Grace Period- Scenario A
Scenario A :
Customer Receiving RTP Data
Perform Meter

Figure 7: Smart Meter after Grace Period - Scenario B
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Incremental Costs
In order to obtain a smart meter during the Post Grace Period time frame the customer must
agree to pay the incremental costs of installing it. Inasmuch as the Companies have not yet
selected their smart meter technology, any estimate of incremental costs is premature.
Moreover, it is anticipated that smart meter costs will decrease as demand increases.
Therefore, the Companies will provide the Commission with their incremental cost estimates
at a later date, understanding that the level of these costs must be approved before the
expiration of the approved network grace period.
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System Wide Deployment:
The Companies must perform all of the tasks set forth in their work plan before they can
develop a system wide deployment plan. Therefore, the Companies will include the details
of deployment under this scenario in their Deployment Plan as a supplement to this filing.

3.0

Costs and Cost Recovery

3.1.1 Preliminary Cost Estimates
The Companies have performed preliminary research using a benchmark cost estimate of $250 for
each installed smart meter, resulting in a total deployment cost range of between $330 million and
$400 million. This estimate does not include O&M costs, which can be substantial, and will be
updated once data more specific to the Companies can be gathered during the studies, evaluations
and assessments that will be performed during the Assessment Period.^ Table 8 below illustrates
publicly available benchmark data that was used for the preliminary cost analysis. The total capital
cost per meter deployed range from $227 per meter for Oncor to $262 per meter for Centerpoint.
The expenses range from $6 per meter at Centerpoint to $10 per meter at SDG&E. These costs
vary greatly in capital and expenses and illustrate a need for diligence in arriving at the total project
costs so as to minimize the customer impact while preserving the benefits.
Table 8 Benchmark Cost Data
felcicJSentmpmfcsa
wmMmmm^t^
2,400,000
3,000,000

^^^^^liff'^'jsiiiS^^

2,300.000
^ - ^ m^-ni^M-mi&mms^Mmmm^FS^^&ms^^ ^K^^^^^^^^^^^te Sp^TSBi£:v?B'~'-?^J-^^:^-hi "5
$364,007,000
5722.600,000
5355.800,000
Meiers
3534,538.231
5216,900,000
Install
.
$158 •.
.:$136
$178
$148
Cost per Meter
59.40%
56.51%
55.91%
78.41%
Meters % of Capital Spend
$82,795,000
Communications
599,200,000
580,384.067
536
$41
S27
Cost per Meter
13.53%
15.87%
Communications per Meter
11.89%
590,157,000
5130,100,000
$177,000,000
54,384.125
AMI Head End
555,468.750
MDM
$8,100,000
$22,555,000
52,211,000
PM
$6,000,000
Web Portal
55,000,000
55,200.000
$1,900,000
Other rr Expense
.
567,000,000
S9.300.000
Pre Deployment Funding
.
536,400,000
Pilot Project/phase II
.
597.000,000
$38,589,000
Conlinqencv
.
.
53.890,000
Facilities
^
$1,293i800,138
$511,293,205^^^
$629,400,190 ^
$681,986,380
Total Capital
.; $266--.: •.--;= ^;»
:;;^'".-^"$244";
••/
$262 :
Capital Cost per Meter
$227
OSM Costs
-.-.^ f>,^:.5^-^Annijal;';^^?;'^^|V^ T6tal Prdject (11 veais^:' ^fc0eplqyinei!l(4years) i iy'^^i:„Tptal|30vearsJ..;.-;=5147,962,000
$143,300,000
573,800.000
Back Office
$8,350,761
583,200,000
587,290,000
Field Operations
52,799.222
Web Portal
51,000.000
.
537,500,000
34,850,000
PM
511,412.000
Facilities
55.600,000
55.000.000
Customer Education
Low Income
85.000,000
57.500.000
578,900.000
Customer Service Operations
5112,100.000
Tariffs and Modifications
.
58.974.000
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$26oi488,(KKj- ••
,
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$?
No. of Meters
Capital Costs

•

^ The time period between the passage of Act 129 and the filing deadline, as well as the point at which the Companies
must start their smart metering project, did not allow sufficient time for the utilities to develop detailed specifications and
issue requests for proposals so as to gain a better understanding of potential
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Grace Period Costs
The Companies anticipate that they will incur approximately $29.5 million during the Assessment
Period:
Table 9: 24 Month Business Plan Expenses

Smart Meter Business & Deployment Plan
Labor iSi Expenses
Technical Trial Field Costs (Metering and Communications) - 10k End Points
information T e c h n o l o g v Costs (Hardware, Software, Licensing)

TOTAL

$18.7M
$ 2.5M
$ 8.3M
$ 29.5M

As discussed below, the Companies are seeking to recover these and future costs through an
automatic adjustment clause.
3.1.2 Cost Recovery
The Companies propose to recover costs incurred during the development and implementation of
the Plan on a current cost basis, as budgeted by each company, through an automatic adjustment
Smart Meter Technologies ("SMT-C") rider as permitted by both Act 129 and 66 Pa. C.S. § 1307.
The Companies propose to allocate the budgeted costs based on the existing metered customers
of each company.
The SMT-C Riders consist of 4 pages. Copies of each rider are included in attached Exhibits C-1
(Met-Ed), C-2 (Penelec) and C-3 (Penn Power). Page 1 of each rider sets forth the SMT-C rates,
while the remaining pages of each rider set forth the formula and description for developing the
SMT-C rates and the reconciliation of revenues billed under the SMT-C Riders to actual costs as
they are incurred. The SMT-C rates are expressed as a monthly customer charge and will be billed
on that basis. The SMT-C rates will be calculated and stated separately for the residential,
commercial, and industrial customer classes. The rate schedules that comprise the residential,
commercial, and industrial customer classes are identified on page 1 of each company's rider.
For Met-Ed and Penelec, the rate schedules that comprise the residential customer class are the
same (Rate Schedules RS, RT, and GS - Volunteer Fire Company and Non-Profit Ambulance
Service, Rescue Squad and Senior Center Service Rate). For Penn Power, the residential class is
comprised of Rate Schedules RS; RS Optional Controlled Service Rider; RH Water Heating Option;
WH; and GS Special Provision for Volunteer Fire Companies, Non Profit Senior Citizen Centers,
Non-Profit Rescue Squads, and Non-Profit Ambulance Services.
Met-Ed's commercial customer class is comprised of Rate Schedules GS-Small, GS-Medium, and
MS. Penelec's commercial customer class consists of Rate Schedules GS-Small, GS-Medium
while Penn Power's is comprised of Rate Schedules GS, GS Special Rule GSDS, GS Optional
Controlled Service Rider, OH with Cooling Capabilities, OH without Cooling Capabilities, and WH
Non-Residential.
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Met-Ed's industrial customer class is comprised of Rate Schedules GS-Large, GP, and TP.
Penelec's industrial customer class is made up of Rate Schedules GS-Large, GP, and LP. Penn
Power's industrial customer class consists of Rate Schedules GP and GT.
Because Met-Ed's and Penelec's Borderline Service rate schedules are both only available to
public utility companies for resale in adjacent service territories under reciprocal agreements
between Met-Ed or Penelec and other public utilities, these public utilities are not eligible for the
installation of Smart Meter Technologies applications that are being proposed in the Companies'
SMT Plans. Therefore, no SMT-C rate will be applied to these Borderline Service customers.
Met-Ed's, Penelec's and Penn Power's street lighting and outdoor lighting schedules are provided
on unmetered basis. Therefore, no SMT-C rate will be applied to these schedules.
The Companies are proposing that their SMT-C Riders become effective for service rendered on or
after April 1, 2010. The first rate will include administrative costs incurred to date plus the budget
estimate for the initial twelve months of the Assessment Period. Costs will be allocated to the
Companies and to each class based on the number of metered customers.
The Companies are not proposing SMT-C rates at this time. Rather, rates will be calculated after
the Companies' Plan and projected Assessment Period costs have been reviewed and approved by
the Commission. The computation of the Companies' initial SMT-C rates and tariff supplements to
be effective April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011 will be filed within 30 days of the Commission's
final order approving the Companies' Plan. The SMT-C Riders and applicable SMT-C rates will be
applied to each customer served under the Rates Schedules identified as part of either the
residential, commercial, or industrial classes.
To recover the capital costs associated with the future deployment of smart meter technologies, the
Companies are proposing that the capital structure be based upon Met-Ed's and Penelec's
normalized capital structures of 51% long-term debt and 49% common equity as determined in MetEd's and Penelec's most recent distribution base rate case proceeding by the Commission Order
entered January 11, 2007 at Docket Nos. R-0061366 (Met-Ed) and R-00061367(Penelec). These
capital ratios are also proposed to be applicable to Penn Power.
The Companies are proposing that a common equity rate of 10.1% representing the allowed return
on common equity as specified for Met-Ed and Penelec in the above-mentioned Commission Order
entered January 11, 2007 be utilized in the weighted average monthly return on SMT capital
expenditures and that this debt rate component be updated annually each April 1 based on the
most recent calendar year's weighted rate as presented by the Companies in their respective
quarterly Financial Reports filed with the Commission pursuant to 52 Pa. Code §§ 71.1 -71.9.
With the exception of the initial SMT-C rates for the twelve month period ending March 31, 2011,
any subsequent changes in the SMT-C rates, under normal operation of the Companies' proposed
SMT Riders, would be filed, with supporting details, by March 1 of each year to be effective the
following April 1. However, upon determination that the SMT-C rates would result in material overor under-collections of recoverable costs incurred or expected to be incurred during the then current
SMT-C Computational Year, the Companies may request that the Commission approve interim
revisions to the SMT-C rates to be effective thirty days from the date of filing.
The Companies are proposing that existing meters recovered in the Companies' current distribution
rates that become obsolete due to replacements by smart meters would continue to be depreciated
over the remaining lives per the respective Company's Annual Depreciation Reports as filed with
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and approved by the Commission pursuant to ^2 Pa. Code, §§ 73.1 - 73.9. As part of subsequent
distribution base rate case proceedings before the Commission, each Company will explore the
need for accelerated depreciation of the obsolete meters replaced under their SMT Programs.
Consistent with the Commission's Implementation Order and Act 129, the Companies' proposed
SMT-C Riders will permit Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn Power to bill annual, levelized SMT-C rates
on a per customer basis to all residential, commercial, and industrial customers. The rates are
calculated specifically for each customer class to recover the Companies' SMT Plan costs approved
by the Commission in this proceeding consistent with Act 129 and the provisions included in 66 Pa.
C.S. § 1307. When coupled with the reconciliation provisions included in the Riders, the SMT-C
rates will provide full, equitable and timely cost recovery of actual SMT Plan costs incurred by each
Company.

3.1.3

Reporting

The Companies will submit within thirty days of each calendar year end both an annual report that
sets forth the revenues billed and costs incurred under a 1307(e) reconciliation cost recovery
mechanism and an annual Smart Meter Progress Report. The reconciliations will be provided by
customer class in a format similar to that used for other similar recovery mechanisms and will be
subject to annual review and audit by the Commission. The Progress Report will include
information such as (i) the status of installation plans; (ii) the number of customers who received
smart meters in the prior year; (iii) estimated number of customers to receive meters in the coming
year, (iv) all costs associated with the meter plan incurred in previous year; and (v) other relevant
data. During the grace period, the Progress Report will also provide a status of tasks and, where
applicable, estimated times of completion.

4.0 Summary

In sum, having complied with the requirements of both Act 129 and the Commission's
Implementation Order, the Companies respectfully request that the Commission approve all aspects
of this Plan as submitted, including the 30 month grace period, the proposed cost recovery
mechanism, the proposed deployment plan during and after the grace period, and the level and
recovery of the $29.5 million projected to be spent during the Assessment Period.
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Grace Period Milestones
Step

10

Task Name

Start

Finish

Program Management

4-MO

3-31-12

Pre-Implementation Assessment & Upgrade

4-1-10

8-15-11

Regulatorv Commumcations &
Public Stakeholder Awareness

4-26-10

3-31-12

Current State Evaluation

4-26-10

9-1-10

Consumer Awareness & Communications

5-3-10

3-31 -12

Future State Design

7-1-10

2-18-11

Procurement

9-13-10

6-30-11

Test 5,000-10,000 Smart Meters/System

1-1-11

12-31-13

Pre-Implementation Evaluation Design

10-3-11

3-31-12

Pre-implementation Design Complete

2010

2011

2012

•

3-31-12

Estimated Phase 1
S p e n d $29.SM

25

2014

2013
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ExhJMB
- Phase 1 • AMI P r o g r a m

; 9M09.37hrs :

* Program F.fanagemeiit

4,864 hrs

* Regiilatory Communications 8 Public Siakeholder Awareness

\

946.57 hrs

* Consumer Awareness & Communications

729,6 hrs

- Current State Evaluation

2,683;6hrs

* Detailed Oiscovery - Planning

177.2 hrs

- Transactional Cosl Model

MsJhre

Mentif/CoilCotnponenlj

JShrs

GsUier Cosl Componsnls

43 his

Chaknj* Coit Corrponsnti

32hrs

htorpof*!* Cojl Componsnls mij Approach

ailifS

Review approscti w*n slalehoVJers

tShfS

StaVf^oUersppioval

9.e hrs

Develop Cosl l.todel

82.6 hfs

- Denent Analysis

i

240hrs

MenlifyAfMS lorEeneWj

16hfs

aai>ie(lnfoimil«ii on areas

<8hrs

Chaltnge aresi tor B<n«rf}

32'hfs

mcorporjie «ilo Cosl Mo<l(l

32nrt

Rev^v/ approact) v.'ilh staVf tioUirs

iehrj

Cfeale CojVBeneU Model - P^Bse t

SO hrs

SlaLehoMer review and approval

16 hrs

• PreliminaiyMaiketPffcIng

240 hrs

- Technology Fit Assessment

520 hfs

Curfent stale archMclure ov<fy«iv

;

Current state rifrstructore anaVm

\

&8lirs'
mm

inttrnellectiftcslilandardstJefir.iiion

esfirs

Oefna curren! ritK areas and rrflgaieii

K nrs

Meftlif/potenTialaaps

ISSfirs

- Current State Business Processes

712 hfs

D«f(te Business Processes

S6MS

Croup Buiinesi Processes'ntoLcgV:alGrouphgs

Mhrs

DelM Process fcr Dowr^nliig S Galheikij bito

sehfs

Crtite P(o>ecl Pian

;

co^iflud wotksnops lot bus process reviev;

'• '

iOhrs
iWhrs

Teamreviev; anO approva:

9ehts

• Deployment Impact Analysis

503,2 hrs

* Key Stakeholder Coinmiinlcalions

44.3 hrs

Current Slate Evaluation Complete

Ohre

* Future Slate Design

4,869.6 hrs

• Procurement

3,692.8 lirs

- RfP Design, DcvelopfDeni, and Dlttritjuiion

1,03B hrs

* flf P - MDMS Software (Vendor

644 hrs

• RFP - Communications InrraslruclureSoltwire/Vendor

' 544 hrs

t RfPResponieEvflluaiion

TMIirs

* Veridor Selection Criteria

345.5 hrs

- Dua Diligence S Scoring

243.1 nrV

* Due [>iligence - F.IDMS Software 1 Vendor

12I.Shfs

• Due Diligence - Communications infrastruclureSoftwirei Vendor

,

111.6 hrs

* Contract Hogolialions

S60 hrs

• ConlractAwardand Legal

itihn

VeniJor Conuad f ratied

Ohrs
29,689.6 hrs

- AMI Test Lab
- Higti Level Scoping and Planning

7,3e0 hrs

* Site Selections

1,480>irs

f DflslgnAsseBsnientCentcrLatj

>Mhrs

* Proof of ConceptOesign

1,600 hrs

Re-design and hyrova
- Build Test Lab
t SystemTrachlngandUetrics

S.e&Ohrs
' " \ '" 'sMFStirs'
J

826!ehrJ

;

34,552 hrs

AWiTeslLaSCompiele
' Pre-Implementation Assessment 4 Upgrade

8 hrs

• Pra-lmplementatlon Evaluation Design
Pre ImptemeniQtlon Environment Design Complete
•- Readiness Implementation

7,944hrs
\

0 hrs
2,854 hrs

' End Point Througti Syilem integration Validation

544 hfV

* Communications InrrAiiructure Testing

'544iirs

* ClSCorefunoUonslnlegrationTesting

4Khf8

* AsselTractcIng, Tools, and Inventory Control

S80 hrs

-• System Reporung, Alarms, & Controls

•176 hrs

+ KAH Integration Readiness

476 hf»

+ PUO Operational

84 hre

* SponsorReadinetssndGoLive

84 hrs

F(5tAl.llRes3

onrs

zo
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Page 1 of 4

Metropolitan Edison Company

RIDERS
RIDER XX
SMART METER TECPTOOLOGIES CHARGE RIDER

A Smart Meter Technologies ("SMT") Charge ("SMT-C") shall be
applied as a monthly Customer charge during each billing month to metered
Customers served under this Tariff, with the exception of those served under
Borderline Service rates, determined to the nearest cent. The SMT-C rates shall
be calculated separately for each Customer Class according to the provisions of
this rider.
For service rendered April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011 the SMT-C rates
billed by Customer Class are as follows:
Residential Customer Class (Rate RS, Rate RT, and Rate GS - Volunteer
Fire Company, and Non-Profit Ambulance Service, Rescue Squad and
Senior Center Service Rate):
SX.XX per month.
Commercial Customer Class (Rate GS-Small, Rate GS-Medium. and Rate
MS):
$X.XX per month.
Industrial Customer Class (Rate GS-Large, Rate GP, and Rate TP):
SX.XX per month.

27
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Page 2 of 4

Metropolitan Edison Company
The SMT-C rates by Customer Class shall be calculated in accordance with the
formula set forth below:
SMT-C = [((SMTc - E) / ACCC) / 12] X [ 1 / (1 - T)]
S M T C - S M T E X P I + SMTEXP2

Where:
SMT-C =

The monthly charge by Customer Class as defmed by this rider
applied to each Customer billed under the Rate Schedules
identified in this rider.

SMTc ^

The Smart Meter Technologies Costs by Customer Class projected
to be incurred by the Company for the SMT-C Computational Year
calculated in accordance with the formula shown above.

SMTEXPI

-

A projection of costs to be incurred associated with the Customer
Class specific Smart Meter Technology Procurement and
Installation Plan ("Plan") as approved by the Commission for the
SMT-C Computation Year by Customer Class including carrying
charges on capital costs, depreciation expense, and operational and
maintenance expenses. These costs would also include an
allocated portion of any projected indirect costs to be incurred
benefiting all Customer Classes of the Company's Plan for the
SMT-C Computational Year.

SMTEXP2

~

An allocated portion of incremental administrative start-up costs
incurred by the Company through March 31, 2010 in connection
with the development of the Company's Plan. These costs to
design, create, and obtain Commission approval for the Company's
Plan include, but are not limited to, consultant costs, legal fees, and
other direct and indirect costs associated with the development and
implementation of the Company's Plan in compliance with
Commission directives. These costs shall be amortized over the
12-month period ending March 31, 2011. Interest will be
calculated monthly on the average of the beginning and end of
month cumulative balance of these costs as incurred and included
in the determination of the monthly amortized amount. The
interest shall be computed at the legal rate determined pursuant to
41P.S. §202.
28
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Metropolitan Edison Company

E=

The over or under-collection of SMT costs by Customer Class that
results from the billing of the SMT-C rates during the SMT
Reconciliation Year (an over-collection is denoted by a positive E
and an under-collection by a negative E), including applicable
interest. Interest shall be computed monthly at the legal rate
determined pursuant to 41 P.S. § 202, from the month the over or
under-collection occurs to the month that the over-collection is
refunded or the under-collection is recovered from Customers in
the specific Customer Class.

ACCC=

The Company's projected Average Customer Class Count for the
specific Customer Class for the SMT-C Computational Year.

T=

The Pennsylvania gross receipts tax rate in effect during the billing
month expressed in decimal form as reflected in the Company's
base rates.

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this rider shall have the definitions
specified in the Definitions of Terms section of this tariff For the purpose of this rider,
the following additional definitions shall apply:
1. SMT-C Computational Year - The 12-month period from April 1 through the
following March 31.
2. SMT-C Reconciliation Year ~ The 12-month period ending January 31
immediately preceding the SMT-C Computational Year.
The SMT-C rates shall be filed with the Commission by March 1 of each year.
The SMT-C rates shall become effective the following April 1, unless otherwise ordered
by the Commission, and shall remain in effect for a period of one year, unless revised on
an interim basis subject to the approval of the Commission. Upon determination that the
SMT-C rates, if left unchanged, would result in material over or under-collection of all
recoverable costs incurred or expected to be incurred during the then-current SMT-C
Computational Year, the Company may request that the Commission approve one or
more interim revisions to the SMT-C rates to become effective thirty (30) days from the
date of filing, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
The Company shall file an annual report of collections under this rider within
thirty (30) days following the conclusion of each SMT-C Reconciliation Year.
29
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Metropolitan Edison Company
At the conclusion of the duration of this reconciliation rider, the Company is
authorized to recover or refund any remaining amounts not reconciled at that time under
such mechanism as approved by the Commission,
Application of the SMT-C rates shall be subject to annual review and audit by the
Commission.
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Pennsylvania Electric Company

RIDERS
RIDER XX
SMART METER TECHNOLOGIES CHARGE RIDER

A Smart Meter Technologies ("SMT") Charge ("SMT-C") shall be
applied as a monthly Customer charge during each billing month to metered
Customers served under this Tariff, with the exception of those served under
Borderline Service rates, determined to the nearest cent. The SMT-C rates shall
be calculated separately for each Customer Class according to the provisions of
this rider.
For service rendered April 1, 2010 through March 31,2011 the SMT-C rates
billed by Customer Class are as follows:
Residential Customer Class (Rate RS, Rate RT, and Rate GS - Volunteer
Fire Company, and Non-Profit Ambulance Service, Rescue Squad and
Senior Center Service Rate):
$X.XX per month.
Commercial Customer Class (Rate GS-Smail, Rate GS-Medium, and Rate
H,
SX.XX per month.
Industrial Customer Class (Rate GS-Large, Rate GP, and Rate LP):
SX.XX per month.
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The SMT-C rates by Customer Class shall be calculated in accordance with the
formula set forth below:
SMT-C = [((SMTc - E) / ACCC) /12] X [ 1 / (1 - T)]
SMTc = SMTEXPI + SMTEXP2
Where:
SMT-C =

The monthly charge by Customer Class as defined by this rider
applied to each Customer billed under the Rate Schedules
identified in this rider.

SMTc =

The Smart Meter Technologies Costs by Customer Class projected
to be incurred by the Company for the SMT-C Computational Year
calculated in accordance with the formula shown above.

SMTEXPI

-

A projection of costs to be incurred associated with the Customer
Class specific Smart Meter Technology Procurement and
Installation Plan ("Plan") as approved by the Commission for the
SMT-C Computation Year by Customer Class including carrying
charges on capital costs, depreciation QxpQUSQ, and operational and
maintenance expenses. These costs would also include an
allocated portion of any projected indirect costs to be incurred
benefiting all Customer Classes of the Company's Plan for the
SMT-C Computational Year.

SMTEXP2

-

An allocated portion of incremental administrative start-up costs
incurred by the Company through March 31, 2010 in connection
with the development of the Company's Plan. These costs to
design, create, and obtain Commission approval for the Company's
Plan include, but are not limited to, consultant costs, legal fees, and
other direct and indirect costs associated with the development and
implementation of the Company's Plan in compliance with
Commission directives. These costs shall be amortized over the
12-month period ending March 31, 2011. Interest will be
calculated monthly on the average of the beginning and end of
month cumulative balance of these costs as incurred and included
in the determination of the monthly amortized amount. The
interest shall be computed at the legal rate determined pursuant to
41 P.S. §202.
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Pennsylvania Electric Company

E=

The over or under-collection of SMT costs by Customer Class that
results from the billing of the SMT-C rates during the SMT
Reconciliation Year (an over-collection is denoted by a positive E
and an under-collection by a negative E), including applicable
interest. Interest shall be computed monthly at the legal rate
determined pursuant to 41 P.S. § 202, from the month the over or
under-collection occurs to the month that the over-collection is
refunded or the under-collection is recovered from Customers in
the specific Customer Class.

ACCC =

The Company's projected Average Customer Class Count for the
specific Customer Class for the SMT-C Computational Year.

T=

The Pennsylvania gross receipts tax rate in effect during the billing
month expressed in decimal form as reflected in the Company's
base rates.

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this rider shall have the definitions
specified in the Definitions of Terms section of this tariff For the purpose of this rider,
the following additional definitions shall apply:
1. SMT-C Computational Year - The 12-month period from April 1 through the
following March 31.
2. SMT-C Reconciliation Y e a r - The 12-month period ending January 31
immediately preceding the SMT-C Computational Year.
The SMT-C rates shall be filed with the Commission by March 1 of each year.
The SMT-C rates shall become effective the following April 1, unless otherwise ordered
by the Commission, and shall remain in effect for a period of one year, unless revised on
an interim basis subject to the approval of the Commission. Upon determination that the
SMT-C rates, if left unchanged, would result in material over or under-collection of all
recoverable costs incurred or expected to be incurred during the then-current SMT-C
Computational Year, the Company may request that the Commission approve one or
more interim revisions to the SMT-C rates to become effective thirty (30) days from the
date of filing, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
The Company shall file an annual report of collections under this rider within
thirty (30) days following the conclusion of each SMT-C Reconciliation Year.
33
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Pennsylvania Electric Company
At the conclusion of the duration of this reconciliation rider, the Company is
authorized to recover or refund any remaining amounts not reconciled at that time under
such mechanism as approved by the Commission.
Application of the SMT-C rates shall be subject to annual review and audit by the
Commission.
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Pennsylvania Power Company

RIDERS
RIDER XX
SMART METER TECHNOLOGIES CHARGE RIDER

A Smart Meter Technologies ("SMT") Charge ("SMT-C") shall be
applied as a monthly Customer charge during each billing month to metered
Customers served under this Tariff determined to the nearest cent. The SMT-C
rates shall be calculated separately for each Customer Class according to the
provisions of this rider.
For service rendered April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011 the SMT-C rates
billed by Customer Class are as follows:
Residential Customer Class (Rate Schedules RS: RS Optional Controlled
Service Rider; RH; RH Water Heating Option; WH; and GS Special
Provision for Volunteer Fire Companies, Non-Profit Senior Citizen
Centers, Non-Profit Rescue Squads, and Non-Profit Ambulance Services):
SX.XX per month.
Commercial Customer Class (Rate Schedules GS, GS Special Provision
GSDS, GS Optional Controlled Service Rider, PNP, GM, GM Optional
Controlled Service Rider, OH with Cooling Capabilities. OH Without
Cooling Capabilities, and WH Non-Residential):
SX.XX per month.
Industrial Customer Class (Rate Schedules GP and GT):
SX.XX per month.
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The SMT-C rates by Customer Class shall be calculated in accordance with the
formula set forth below:
SMT-C = [((SMTc - E) / ACCC) /12] X [ 1 / (1 - T)]
S M T C = SMTEXP1 + SMTEXP2

Where:
SMT-C =

The monthly charge by Customer Class as defined by this rider
applied to each Customer billed under the Rate Schedules
identified in this rider.

SMTc =

The Smart Meter Technologies Costs by Customer Class projected
to be incurred by the Company for the SMT-C Computational Year
calculated in accordance with the formula shown above.

SMTEXPI

-

A projection of costs to be incurred associated with the Customer
Class specific Smart Meter Technology Procurement and
Installation Plan ("Plan") as approved by the Commission for the
SMT-C Computation Year by Customer Class including carrying
charges on capital costs, depreciation expense, and operational and
maintenance expenses. These costs would also include an
allocated portion of any projected indirect costs to be incurred
benefiting all Customer Classes of the Company's Plan for the
SMT-C Computational Year.

SMTEXP2

=

An allocated portion of incremental administrative start-up costs
incurred by the Company through March 31, 2010 in connection
with the development of the Company's Plan. These costs to
design, create, and obtain Commission approval for the Company's
Plan include, but are not limited to, consultant costs, legal fees, and
other direct and indirect costs associated with the development and
implementation of the Company's Plan in compliance with
Commission directives. These costs shall be amortized over the
12-month period ending March 31, 2011. Interest will be
calculated monthly on the average of the beginning and end of
month cumulative balance of these costs as incurred and included
in the determination of the monthly amortized amount. The
interest shall be computed at the legal rate determined pursuant to
41 P.S. §202.
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Pennsylvania Power Company

E=

The over or under-collection of SMT costs by Customer Class that
results from the billing of the SMT-C rates during the SMT
Reconciliation Year (an over-collection is denoted by a positive E
and an under-collection by a negative E), including appHcable
interest. Interest shall be computed monthly at the legal rate
determined pursuant to 41 P.S. § 202, from the month the over or
under-collection occurs to the month that the over-collection is
refunded or the under-collection is recovered from Customers in
the specific Customer Class.

ACCC =

The Company's projected Average Customer Class Count for the
specific Customer Class for the SMT-C Computational Year.

T=

The Pennsylvania gross receipts tax rate in effect during the billing
month expressed in decimal form as reflected in the Company's
base rates.

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this rider shall have the definitions
specified in the Definitions of Terms section of this tariff For the purpose of this rider,
the following additional definitions shall apply:
1. SMT-C Computational Year - The 12-month period from April 1 through the
following March 31.
2. SMT-C Reconciliation Year - The 12-month period ending January 31
immediately preceding the SMT-C Computational Year.
The SMT-C rates shall be filed with the Commission by March 1 of each year.
The SMT-C rates shall become effective the following April 1, unless otherwise ordered
by the Commission, and shall remain in effect for a period of one year, unless revised on
an interim basis subject to the approval of the Commission. Upon determination that the
SMT-C rates, if left unchanged, would result in material over or under-collection of all
recoverable costs incurred or expected to be incurred during the then-current SMT-C
Computational Year, the Company may request that the Commission approve one or
more interim revisions to the SMT-C rates to become effective thirty (30) days from the
date of filing, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
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Pennsylvania Power Company

The Company shall file an annual report of collections under this rider within
thirty (30) days following the conclusion of each SMT-C Reconciliation Year.
At the conclusion of the duration of this reconciliation rider, the Company is
authorized to recover or refund any remaining amounts not reconciled at that time under
such mechanism as approved by the Commission.
Application of the SMT-C rates shall be subject to annual review and audit by the
Commission.
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
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PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
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SMART METER TECHNOLOGY PROCUREMENT AND INSTALLATION PLAN

Testimony
of
John E. Paganie

List of Topics Addressed
Overview of Smart Meter Technology Procurement and Installation Plan

1

I.

Introduction and Background

2

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

3

A.

My name is John E. Paganie and my business address is FirstEnergy Corp., 76

4

South Main Street, Akron, Ohio 44308.

5

6

Q.

Mr. Paganie, by whom are you employed and in what capacity?

7

A.

I am employed by FirstEnergy Service Company as Vice President, Customer

8

Service and Energy Efficiency. I report to the Executive Vice President and

9

President of FirstEnergy Utilities and, in addition to the oversight of the

10

administration and performance of customer service functions, I am responsible

11

for the development, coordination, preparation and implementation of customer

12

programs that promote energy efficiency, conservation, demand-side management

13

and emerging technologies such as smart metering.

14
15

Q.

What is your educational and professional background?

16

A.

I graduated from Gannon University with a Bachelor of Science degree in

17

electrical engineering. I graduated from Case Western Reserve University with a

18

Masters in Business Administration degree in Economics. I began my career with

19

the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company in 1969 and have served in a variety

20

of engineering and management positions, including Vice President of the

21

Western Region - Ohio, and regional President of Penelec. My work experience

22

is more fully described in Appendix A which is attached to my testimony.

23

1

Q.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

2

A.

I am testifying on behalf of Metropolitan Edison Company ("Met-Ed"),

3

Pennsylvania Electric Company ("Penelec") and Pennsylvania Power Company

4

("Penn Power") (collectively the "Companies").

5

6

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

7

A.

My testimony is intended to provide an overview of the Companies and their

8

Smart Meter Technology Procurement and Installation Plan ("Plan"). I also

9

address the basis for our request to recover S29.5 million expected to be incurred

10

during the first 24 months of the Plan over the period April 1, 2010 through

11

March 31, 2012.

12
13

Q.

your testimony?

14
15

Have you or anyone under your direct supervision prepared any Exhibits to

A.

Yes. A member of my staff prepared several charts that depict a general time line

16

of events, which are attached to my testimony as Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power

17

Exhibit JEP-1 and Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit JEP-la.

18
19

Q.

the Companies' Plan.

20
21

Please identify other witnesses who will be providing testimony in support of

A.

Mr. Robert Mills, a consultant specializing in Advanced Metering Infrastructure

22

("AMI")/Smart Metering at Black & Veatch Corp., in Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn

23

Power Statement No. 2, will provide the details of the Companies' Plan and how

1

it complies with the requirements set forth in Act 129 of 2008 ("Act 129") and the

2

Commission's Smart Meter Procurement and Installation Implementation Order

3

entered June 24, 2009, at Docket No. M-2009-2092655 ("Implementation

4

Order"). Mr. Mills also discusses the projected costs that will be incurred during

5

the first two years of the Plan for which the Companies are seeking recovery in

6

this proceeding.

7
8

Mr. Raymond Parrish, a senior business analyst in FirstEnergy Service's

9

Pennsylvania Rate Department, in Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Statement No. 3,

10

will discuss the Companies' proposed cost recovery and reconciliation

11

mechanism being submitted to the Commission for approval in this proceeding.

12
13

II.

The Companies

14

Q.

Please generally describe the FirstEnergy corporate structure and how the

15
16

Companies fit within this structure.
A.

FirstEnergy Corp. ("FirstEnergy") is a diversified energy company headquartered

17

in Akron, Ohio. Among its many subsidiaries, are seven electric utility

18

subsidiaries - three regulated electric utilities in Pennsylvania (Met-Ed, Penelec,

19

and Penn Power), three regulated utilities in Ohio (Ohio Edison Company, The

20

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company and The Toledo Edison Company) and

21

Jersey Central Power and Light Company in New Jersey. These seven electric

22

utility operating companies comprise the nation's fifth largest investor-owned

23

electric system, based on 4.5 million customers served within a 36,100 square-

1

mile area of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The Plan is being filed on

2

behalf of each of the three Pennsylvania companies.

3
4

Q.

Please generally describe Met-Ed.

5

A.

Met-Ed, headquartered in Reading, Pennsylvania, is a wholly owned subsidiary of

6

FirstEnergy Corp. It serves approximately 549,000 electric utility customers over

7

approximately 3, 300 square miles in southern and southeastern Pennsylvania.

8

Geographically, the Met-Ed service territoiy is diverse, with hills, streams and

9

valleys to the east and urban and suburban areas and farmland in its southern

10

region. Approximately 88% of Med-Ed's customers are residential, with another

11

11 % being commercial customers.

12
13

Q.

Please generally describe Penelec.

14

A.

Penelec, based in Erie, Pennsylvania, is a wholly owned subsidiary of FirstEnergy

15

Corp. It serves approximately 589,000 customers within a 17,600 square mile

16

area in northern, northwest and central Pennsylvania. Of its total customer base,

17

approximately 86% is residential; 13%i, commercial. Penelec serves a diverse

18

customer base including residents of urban areas such as Erie, Johnstown, and

19

Altoona, as well as rural areas and small towns. Geographically, its service

20

territory is largely rural, covering areas of mountains, forests and woodlands.

21
22

Q.

Please generally describe Penn Power.

1

A.

Penn Power, which is based in New Castle, Pensylvania, is a wholly owned

2

subsidiary of Ohio Edison Company which is a wholly owned subsidiary of

3

FirstEnergy Corp. Penn Power serves approximately 159,000 electric utility

4

customers over a 1,100 square mile area of western Pennsylvania, Eighty-seven

5

percent of its customer base is residential, with another 12%) being commercial.

6

While predominantly rural, with rolling hills, river plains and farmland, Penn

7

Power's service territory also includes the urban areas of New Castle, Sharon,

8

Grove City and suburban Pittsburgh.

9
10

IH.

Smart Meter Plan

11

Q.

Please generally describe the Companies' Plan development process and the

12
13

basic components of the Plan.
A.

The Companies established a cross functional team comprised of representatives

14

from Energy Efficiency, Meter Services, IT, Rates, Business Analytics,

15

Performance and Process Improvements and Legal.

16

RFP process, selected Black & Veatch Corp. ("B&V") to lend expertise and

17

assistance in the development of the Plan. As an initial step, the team identified

18

key objectives and goals, which drove the development of the Plan. It then

19

performed a preliminary assessment and developed a general work plan,

20

identifying certain critical assessments and studies that must be completed before

21

smart meter technology and vendors can be selected, full scale costs can be

22

estimated, and infrastructure can be built. As a result, the Companies' Plan

The Companies, through an

1

contemplates the full 30-month grace period authorized by the Commission in its

2

Implementation Order.

3
4

During this grace period, the Companies will assess their needs, select the

5

necessary technology, secure vendors, train personnel, install and test support

6

equipment and establish a detailed meter deployment schedule consistent with the

7

statutory requirements ~ including a deployment plan for the period (i) during the

8

grace period; (ii) post grace period/pre-build out completion; and (iii) post build

9

out. These tasks will be performed during the first 24 months of the grace period

10

("Assessment Period").

11
12

At the end of the Assessment Period, the Companies will submit to the

13

Commission a supplement to the Plan that includes among other things (i) a

14

detailed long term time line, with key milestones; (ii) a smart meter solution; (iii)

15

the costs of such a solution, along with an assessment of benefits; (iv) a network

16

design solution; (v) a communications architecture design solution; (vi) a training

17

assessment and proposed curriculum; (vii) a cost recovery forecast; (viii) a

18

transition plan including communications to employees and consumers; and (ix) a

19

detailed tiered roll-out plan ("Deployment Plan"). During the anticipated six

20

month process for approval of the Deployment Plan, the Companies will prepare

21

to implement their proposed plan for deployment of smart meters to new

22

construction customers and others who request such meters, and will perform low

1

cost tasks in preparation of the build out consistent with the Deployment Plan that

2

is ultimately approved.

3
4

Q.

What were the objectives identified by the team?

5

A.

The key objectives underlying the Plan include:

6
7

1.

8

Submit a plan that complies with Act 129 and the Commission's
Implementation Order;

9

2.

Minimize the likelihood of creating stranded investment as a result of

10

selecting the wrong technology through robust evaluation and analysis

11

and adherence to national smart metering/smart grid standards and

12

policies;

13

3.

14

Develop a strategic and cost effective deployment plan to maximize early
benefits at the least cost to customers; and

15

4.

Present a plan that provides the utility with full cost recovery, including

16

fair returns for any capital employed, while allowing the utility sufficient

17

financial flexibility to provide for its other not-insubstantial capital

18

requirements and obligations to shareholders.

19
20

Q.

What are some of the customer benefits to be incorporated into the Plan?

21

A.

Customer benefits that were incorporated into the Plan include:

22
23

1.

Providing customers with hourly energy data and pricing to enable rate
options focusing on achieving Energy Efficiency and Demand Response;

1

2.

2

Enabling improvements in both existing and new Customer Services
programs;

3

3.

4

Capturing any potential and economic operational benefits, including, for
example, storm management and restoration services.

5
6

Q.

You indicated that the Companies require a 30-month grace period during

7

which time they will develop their Deployment Plan. Does that mean that the

8

Companies have no long term plan included within the Plan?

9

A.

Not at all. As I previously stated, the team performed a preliminary assessment

10

and developed a general work plan. This work plan includes a general long term

11

plan with key milestones and projected dates. This work plan is attached to my

12

testimony as Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit JEP-1 and Met-

13

Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit JEP-la. Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit

14

JEP-1 provides an overview of the timeframes in which key milestones will be

15

addressed while Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit JEP-1 a provides the

16

timeframes in which the major tasks to be completed during the grace period will

17

be performed. Obviously, the Deployment Plan, which will supplement the Plan

18

as filed, will include a much more detailed long term time line, once the

19

preliminary assessments and evaluations are completed during the Assessment

20

Period.

21
22

Q.

Would you please generally describe the long term time line?

1

A.

The timeline starts with the filing of the Plan on August 14, 2009. The

2

Companies anticipate that the Plan will be approved on or about April 1, 2010.

3

According to the Commission's Implementation Order, the 30-month grace period

4

commences on the date the plan is approved and, if the Plan is approved when

5

expected, will continue until October 1, 2012. During the Assessment Period, the

6

Companies will perform all tasks necessary to develop their Deployment Plan,

7

which they currently anticipate filing 24 months into the grace period. The

8

Companies will request that the Deployment Plan be approved in approximately

9

six months, or around October, 2012. A critical step in the development of the

10

Deployment Plan will be to build a test center to test and deploy approximately

11

5,000 - 10,000 meters and various supporting technology. Such testing and

12

deployment will commence in 2011 and continue beyond the end of the 30-month

13

grace period. Upon approval of the Deployment Plan, which is anticipated to

14

occur in October, 2012 and which will include an estimate of the costs for full

15

scale deployment, the Companies will commence build out of the necessary

16

infrastructure. It is expected that such construction will start in April, 2013,

17

assuming that contracts can be negotiated and equipment delivered in the

18

preceding six months. The Companies anticipate that the infrastructure build out

19

will be completed by March, 2016, at which time the Companies will deploy

20

another 60,000 meters as part of the "de-bugging" process. Full scale deployment

21

is expected to commence in April, 2017, with such deployment completed no later

22

than March, 2022.

23

1

Q.

How did the Companies determine the length of the deployment schedule?

2

A.

The length of the deployment schedule is based on several factors. First, given

3

where the Companies are in their assessment of smart meter technology,

4

significant preliminary work over approximately 2 years must first be completed

5

before the Companies can select their meter technology. The completion of this

6

work is critical if the Companies are to minimize the potential for selecting the

7

wrong solution. Second, the Companies' three service territories serve almost 1.3

8

million customers over approximately half of the total area of Pennsylvania.

9

Much of this area is rural with diverse terrain, including mountains, forests, hills

10

and valleys. Therefore, one smart meter solution will not be likely, thus requiring

11

the Companies to assess and test numerous technologies and find those that best

12

fit

various pockets within the Companies' total service territory. Because there

13

will be various solutions in various areas throughout the Companies' service

14

territories, additional work must be done in order to properly interface these

15

multiple solutions. Third, almost half of the Companies' total service territory has

16

no customers. Therefore, meter density in general is relatively low. As a result,

17

there will be wide areas over which data will be carried, with no significant

18

infrastructure currently in place. And fourth, the time line is somewhat deceptive.

19

As indicated in Figure 3 included in the Plan, which shows meter densities

20

throughout the Companies' total service territory, there are areas within this

21

territory that have higher meter densities. The Companies fully expect to build

22

out those sections of its territory first, thus providing a significant percentage of

23

its customers with smart meter technology much earlier than the full scale

10

1

deployment completion date. However, because Act 129 requires 100%

2

deployment and there is a large part of the Companies' territory with less than 100

3

meters per 100 square miles, providing such service to customers in these remote

4

areas will be time consuming. And finally, while the Companies cannot be

5

certain at this time, the projected timeline for complete deployment may perhaps

6

be shortened as the Companies obtain more information during the Assessment

7

Period.

8
9

Q.

Does the Plan include any other components?

10

A.

Yes. Section 3 of the Plan includes a discussion of the currently estimated S29.5

11

million of projected costs that the Companies anticipate incurring during the

12

Assessment Period, as well as a mechanism to recover these costs. Company

13

Witness Mills will address how the costs were estimated while Company Witness

14

Parish will address their recovery.

15
16

IV. Cost Estimates

17

Q.

Have the Companies estimated the cost to implement the Plan?

18

A.

Given that the Companies have not yet selected their smart meter solution or

19

completed an infrastructure design and systems interface solution, the Companies

20

are not in a position to provide an estimate of the total cost to implement the Plan.

21

This will be included as part of the Deployment Plan that will be filed as a

22

supplement to this Plan at the conclusion of the Assessment Period. While the

23

Companies cannot provide a detailed cost estimate at this time, they have

11

1

performed a preliminary analysis of the costs incurred or projected to be incurred

2

by other utilities throughout the country that are pursuing smart metering projects.

3

A summary of these costs are included in Table 8 of the Plan and are incorporated

4

into my testimony by reference. Based on this analysis, the Companies assumed

5

an average meter cost (excluding O&M costs) of S250 per meter. With the

6

Companies' 1.3 million customers and a statutory requirement to provide smart

7

meters to each and every customer within each of the Companies' service

8

territories, a conservative estimate of the cost to implement the Plan is at least

9

$325,000,000.

10
11

Q.

12
13

How did the Companies estimate the $29.5 million of costs that will be
incurred during the Assessment Period?

A.

Many of the components for this projection were provided by our consultant,

14

Black & Veatch. Company Witness Mills will discuss how the cost estimate was

15

derived.

16
17

Q.

18
19

How are the Companies proposing to recover the $29.5 million of costs that
will be incurred during the Assessment Period?

A.

The Companies are proposing full and current cost recovery of the $29.5 million

20

of costs that will be incurred by the Companies during the Assessment Period to

21

support the planning, development, and testing of technologies associated with the

22

development of the Deployment Plan. This will allow the costs incurred to

23

develop the Deployment Plan to be recovered over the same period in which the

12

1

Deployment Plan was developed.

2
3

Q.

4
5

What are the Companies asking the Commission to approve in this
proceeding?

A.

The Companies are asking the Commission to approve (i) the Plan, including the

6

30 month grace period; (ii) the proposed cost recovery mechanism described by

7

Company Witness Parish; and (iii) the recovery of the Assessment Period costs

8

calculated by Company Witness Mills consistent with the methodology that I

9

described above.

0
1

Q,

Mr. Paganie, does this complete your direct testimony?

2

A.

Yes, it does.

13
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Appendix A
Page I of2
John E. Paganie - Biography
Vice President - Customer Service & Energy Efficiency
John E. Paganie is vice president of Customer Service & Energy Efficiency for FirstEnergy. He
is responsible for all customer service functions for the company's Ohio, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey service areas, and the development and implementation of customer programs that
promote energy efficiency, conservation, demand-side management, and emerging technologies.
Mr. Paganie was previously regional president of Pennsylvania Electric Company (Penelec), a
FirstEnergy electric utility operating company serving approximately 581,000 customers within
a 17,600-square-miIe area of western and central Pennsylvania. He was active in a variety of
community activities, including the Erie Regional Chamber and Growth Partnership, United
Way of Erie County, WQLN, the Hamot Board of Corporators, the Foundation for Free
Enterprise Education, the Board of Directors of TEAM - Pennsylvania, and Gannon University
Board of Trustees.
He began his career with The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI) in 1969 and
served in a variety of engineering and personnel positions until 1986, when he was named
director of Union Relations. That same year, CEI merged with Toledo Edison to form the former
Centerior Energy Corporation. In 1987, Mr. Paganie was named director of Personnel and Union
Relations for CEI, followed by a promotion to general manager, Cleveland West operations, in
1991. In 1993, he was named director, Human Resources and Labor Relations for Centerior, and
in 1995 was named Centerior regional vice president for its Western Region. After Ohio Edison
merged with Centerior to form FirstEnergy in 1997, Mr. Paganie was named vice president for
the company's Western Region - Ohio, based in Toledo. While in Toledo, he was active in a
variety of community activities, including serving on the boards of trustees of the Toledo
Regional Growth Partnership, WGTE Public Broadcasting, and the Toledo Northwest Foodbank,
Mr. Paganie also served for five years as unit chair for the Greater Toledo United Way
Campaign.
A native of Ellwood City, Pennsylvania, Mr. Paganie earned a Bachelor of Science degree in
electrical engineering in 1969 from Gannon University in Erie, Pennsylvania, and a master's
degree in economics in 1973 from Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.
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Appendix A
Page 2 of2
Education and Experience of John E. Paganie
Education:
1969
1973

Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering - Gannon University
Master of Business Administration Degree in Economics - Case Western
Reserve University

Experience:
9/69 - 1/87
1/87 - 1/91
1/91 - 2/93
2/93 - 1/95
1/95 - 1/97
1/97 - 11/01
11/01 - 2/09
2/09 ~ Present

Engineering and Personnel Positions at CEI
Director of Personnel and Union Relations at CEI
General Manager Cleveland West Operations at CEI
Director Human Resources and Labor Relations at Centerior
Regional Vice President Western Region at Centerior
Regional Vice President Western Region at FirstEnergy
Regional President at Penelec
Vice President - Customer Service & Energy Efficiency

15
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Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibit JEP la

Grace Period Milestones
step

10

Task Name

Start

Finish

Program Management

4-1-10

3-31-12

Pre-implementation Assessment & Upgrade

4-1-10

8-15-11

Regulatory Communications &
Public StakeholderAwareness

4-26-10

3-31-12

Current State Evaluation

4-26-10

9-1-10

Consumer Av/areness & Communications

5-3-10

3-31-12

Future State Design

7-1-10

2-18-11

Procurement

9-13-10

6-30-11

Test5,000-10,000 Smart Meters/System

1-1-11

12-31-13

Pre-Implementation Evaluation Design

10-3-11

3-31-12

Pre-Implementation Design Complete

2010

2011

2012

3-31-12

Estimated Phase 1
S p e n d S29.5M

17

2013

2014

Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Statement No. 2

BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY
PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
PENNSYLVANIA POWER COMPANY
Docket No. M-2009-2123950
SMART METER TECHNOLOGY PROCUREMENT
AND INSTALLATION PLAN

Testimony
of
Robert A. Mills

List of Topics Addressed
Smart Meter Procurement and Installation Plan
Plan Development and Compliance
Estimated Costs of the Plan

1

I.

Introduction and Background

2

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

3

A.

My name is Robert A. Mills and my business address is 11401 Lamar Avenue, Overland

4

Park, KS 66211.

5
6

Q.

Mr. Mills, by whom are you employed and in what capacity?

7

A.

I am a Principal Consultant within the Enterprise Management Solutions ("EMS")

8

division of Black & Veatch Corporation. My current responsibilities include leading the

9

AMI domain practice within the Application Services consulting group. I am also

10

designated as a Subject Matter Specialist in our Demand Side Management ("DSM")

11

areas related to our electric consulting practice.

12
13

Q.

Please describe your educational and professional background?

14

A.

My professional experience includes over 22 years of executive, management and

15

consulting disciplines, 8 of which include direct utility experience in the areas of

16

automated meter reading ("AMR") and advanced meter infrastructure ("AMI"), IT,

17

metering and Customer call centers. My areas of expertise include: (i) technical and

18

financial analysis and implementation for AMR/AMI integrated solutions; (ii) complex

19

program and project design and delivery; (iii) demand side management/energy

20

efficiency ("DSM/EE") assessment, program design, implementation and evaluation; and

21

(iv) performance modeling and overall utility AMR/AMI investment prudence analyses.

22

A more detailed description of my background is included in attached Appendix A.

23
24

Q.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

1

A.

I am testifying on behalf of Metropolitan Edison Company ("Met-Ed"), Pennsylvania

2

Electric Company ("Penelec"), and Pennsylvania Power Company ("Penn Power")

3

(collectively, "the Companies").

4

5

Q.

What is the purpose of your direct testimony?

6

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to provide details of the Companies' Smart Meter

7

Technology Procurement and Installation Plan ("Plan") and explain why the costs

8

incurred during the Assessment Period are reasonable. During my testimony I may make

9

references to specific sections within the Plan. Rather than reiterate in my testimony the

10

details of the sections to which I refer, they should be considered as incorporated by

11

reference.

12
13

H.

The Companies' Plan

14

Q.

Were you involved in the development of the Plan?

15

A.

Yes, 1 was. The Companies hired Black & Veatch to provide technical expertise during

16

the development of the Plan. I was assigned to the project as the lead Black & Veatch

17

Project Manager / AMI Subject Matter Specialist. I worked closely with the Plan

18

development team, providing guidance on among other things, the development of tasks

19

and timelines, resource requirements and cost projections.

20
21

Q.

Please generally explain the time lines included in the Plan.

22

A.

There are basically three time frames included in the Plan: (i) the Grace Period, which

23

under the proposed Plan is 30 months; (ii) the Assessment Period, which is the first 24

24

months of the Grace Period and represents the time period in which the Companies will

1

develop the comprehensive Business and Deployment Plans described in Section 2.2.2 of

2

the Plan; and (iii) the Deployment Period, which commences at the end of the Grace

3

Period and continues for 12.5 years.

4
5

Q.

When does the Grace Period start in the Plan?

6

A.

The Companies are assuming a start date of April 1, 2010.

8

Q.

How was this start date determined?

9

A.

The Companies filed the Plan on August 14, 2009. Given the procedural schedule set

7

10

forth in the Commission's Implementation Order, and the fact that the Companies have

11

indicated that they will not commence any major tasks prior to Plan and cost recovery

12

approval, this time frame seems reasonable. I should also note that the Companies will

13

continue to perform tasks during the estimated plan approval process, as well as the

14

magnitude of effort and potential costs to implement the Plan while minimizing adverse

15

impacts to the Companies day-to-day business operations, the Companies intend to select

16

and engage external consulting resources for many of the tasks through a formal

17

RFP/Procurement process. This will require the Companies to design, create, publish and

IS

issue the RFPs and then evaluate the responses, perform due diligence on the finalists,

19

and negotiate contracts. The goal is to have the core implementation team in place at the

20

time the Plan is ultimately approved. Given that the other two major time frames were

21

established based on the start of the Grace Period, the timelines for both the Assessment

22

and Deployment Periods would have to be adjusted consistent with the actual start of the

23

Grace Period.

1

Q.

2
3

Would you please generally describe how the time lines included in the Plan were
developed?

A.

First, the core development team gathered information on where the Companies are

4

today. To do this the team interviewed personnel from various areas within the

5

Companies that may be affected by the implementation of a smart metering project,

6

including meter reading, billing, and IT, so as to gain a general understanding of current

7

business practices in each area. They also performed preliminary studies of other major

8

areas that could impact the Plan, including among other things, (i) the existing

9

distribution system; (ii) service territory characteristics; and (iii) current communication

10

and supporting computer systems. Based on this information, as well as my experience

11

in designing and implementing AMI and other large scale utility related projects. Black &

12

Veatch developed the 24 month detailed work-plan, leveraging the existing Black &

13

Veatch road map set forth in Table 2 of the Plan which sets forth key phases and tasks

14

that must be accomplished prior to commencing the deployment phase. The team then

15

developed a work plan, an excerpt of which is included in the Plan as Exhibit B, which

16

lists each step that must be performed in order to complete each major task. Presently,

17

this detailed list includes more than 600 tasks that must be performed in order to develop

18

the Business and Deployment Plans described in Section 2.2.2 of the Plan. It is estimated

19

that 93,000 hours will be needed to complete these tasks within the Assessment Period.

20

The team estimated that the remaining six months of the Grace Period are needed in order

21

to prepare to implement the Deployment Plan by performing tasks necessary to obtain

22

equipment, hire consultants, and implement the proposed process for deployment after

23

the Grace Period of smart meters to new construction customers and other customers

1

requesting smart meters. The Deployment Period was generally created by Company

2

personnel prior to me becoming a member of the plan development team and, as I

3

understand it, this time frame was established based on the factors discussed by Company

4

Witness Paganie.

5
6

Q.

Please provide a general description of the Grace Period.

7

A.

In its June 24, 2009 Implementation Order, the Commission authorized a grace period of

8

up to 30 months during which time utilities could perform the tasks contemplated in the

9

Companies' Assessment Period. The 30 month Grace Period contemplated in the Plan is

10

discussed in detail at pages 6 - 1 9 of the Plan.

11
12

Q.

13
14

In your opinion, do you believe that the 30 month Grace Period contemplated in the
Companies' Plan is reasonable?

A.

15

Given the number of tasks and the amount of hours necessary to complete these tasks,
yes, I do.

16
17

Q.

18
19

In your opinion, do you believe that the 30 month Grace Period contemplated in the
Companies' Plan should be shortened?

A.

No, I do not. To do so will reduce the amount of due diligence that the Companies

20

could perform, thus increasing the risk of making a huge error during the planning phase

21

that could jeopardize the success of the Deployment Plan and could possibly increase

22

the costs of such deployment significantly.

23

1

Q.

2

A.

Are you aware of any such instances in which such results occurred?
Yes, I am. An entity in Texas decided to accelerate the procurement and partial

3

deployment of their smart metering plan prior to the functional requirements being

4

finalized. The smart meter solution that was selected was not consistent with the final

5

functional requirements established by the state's regulatory commission and the entity is

6

facing potential losses that may not be recoverable to replace the portion of its system

7

that was in non-compliance. There have been several utilities that assumed that one

8

meter solution fits all potential scenarios on their distribution system. By not taking the

9

time to properly test various combinations of solutions and communication architecture

10

options, the smart meter solution selected by those utilities cannot serve all of their

11

customers. This issue in particular presents great challenges to the Companies, given the

12

diverse terrain and significant differences in meter density found in their service

13

territories. As more fully discussed in Section 2.2.2 (1) of the Plan, the Companies'

14

service territories account for almost half of the area of Pennsylvania, with large pockets

15

of rural areas of farms, forests, mountains and hills. Because of the terrain, it will be

16

difficult, and sometimes impossible for certain meter technology to send and receive

17

signals over large areas. Therefore the Companies must evaluate numerous combinations

18

of communication technologies, such as fixed wireless, mesh networked, licensed and

19

unlicensed radio networks, cellular, Wi-Fi, Wimax and fiber optics. Certain of these

20

technologies will be better suited for specific types of terrain. Once these technologies

21

can be matched up with the various conditions within the Companies' total service

22

territories, the Companies must determine how to interface each of them into a seamless

23

enterprise system. Once the Companies develop this solution, they must then determine

1

how to interface it with new and legacy systems that will be used to support smart

2

metering in areas such as billing. Without taking the time to gain a thorough

3

understanding of the network issues and the strengths and weaknesses of the available

4

technology options, the risks of selecting the wrong technology, at least for portions of

5

the Companies' territories, are much greater. As they say in the construction industry,

6

"measure twice, and cut once." Obviously you can measure once and cut once, but more

7

times than not such an approach results in significantly more waste.

8
9

Q.

Is the 30 month Grace Period contemplated in the Plan within the timeframes used

10

by other utilities when planning and deploying smart meter programs comparable

11

to that of the Companies?

12

A.

Yes, it is. I have personally led Smart Metering deployment assessment planning and

13

initiative execution efforts that were similarly sized and that required a similar level of

14

effort. Indeed, some North American utilities have taken significantly longer to execute.

15

For example, Southern California Edison's AMI Rollout timeline extended seven and a

16

half years through multiple phases and sub-phases of design and proof of concept,

17

feasibility studies, conceptual process design, business process and systems impact

18

assessments, business case development and application, communications network

19

implementation and deployment initiation. Commonwealth Edison - Illinois has

20

evaluated AMR/AMI several times over the last nine years, without awarding contracts.

21

Like the Companies' Plan, Commonwealth Edison's assessment elements included

22

technology, communications and vendor assessments, business case evaluations and

23

technology fit assessment phases, with each iteration taking several months to a year to

1

complete. Unlike the Companies' Plan, however, subsequent assessment tasks that are

2

contemplated by the Companies to be complete during the Assessment Period, such as

3

business process impacts, training, communications infrastructure, and technical trials,

4

were not conducted during Commonwealth Edison's assessment period, given their

5

decision not to proceed.

6
7

Q.

What deliverables are anticipated at the end of the Grace Period?

8

A.

The Companies expect to have successfully concluded their detailed Business and

9

Deployment Plans, implemented the smart metering technical field trial and laboratory

10

testing, and have in place a structure and process that can accommodate deployment.

11
12

Q.

Please describe a technical field trial and laboratory test.

13

A.

In the Plan, this activity is generally referred to as either the "test lab" or the milestone

14

"test and deploy 5,000 - 10,000 meters." This task is one of the most critical tasks

15

undertaken during the Assessment Period. It entails the testing of various smart meter

16

and communication solution options under as many different scenarios in the Companies'

17

service territories as can be anticipated. In essence, the test lab creates real world

18

conditions in both a controlled and field environment representative of the Companies'

19

service territories.

20
21

Q.

Why is such testing necessary?

22

A.

During the testing phase, the Companies will stress different small scale versions of many

23

of the Companies' major computer systems. Absent this testing, there is a very good

1

possibility that unanticipated problems could arise that, if done through the Companies'

2

fully integrated, enterprise systems, could adversely affect customer service and perhaps

3

reliability.

4
5

Q.

How many meters have the Companies budgeted for the field and lab testing?

6

A.

10,000.

8

Q.

Will all 10,000 meters be used in the test lab?

9

A.

No. The Companies anticipate using no more than 500 in the controlled portion - lab

7

10

itself Once lab tests are satisfactorily completed, the next step will be a proof of concept

11

phase in which remaining meters will be installed under real world conditions, albeit on a

12

relatively small scale.

13
14

Q.

15

A.

Will all meters be the same and installed under similar conditions?
No. As I previously discussed, the terrain and meter density throughout the Companies'

16

service territory is quite diverse. Because the Companies fully expect that several

17

different smart meter solutions will be necessary to address specific issues caused by this

18

diversity, the Companies will test various smart meter technologies against various

19

communication systems, grading each under specific circumstances consistent with the

20

score card included in Table 5 of the Plan.

21
22

Q.

Can you provide examples of the circumstances under which the Companies
anticipate testing?

1

A.

2

There are a multitude of scenarios and different combinations and permutadons that will
be developed as a component of the Business and Deployment Plans.

3
4

Q.

5
6

Will the meters used during the lab and field testing be the same as those used
during the Deployment Phase?

A.

Absent unforeseen problems with a selected technology, it is expected that the meters

7

tested in the lab and field will be those selected for deployment in areas similar to those

8

under which they were tested.

9
10

Q.

11
12

The Plan also includes a long term timeline. Were you involved in the development
of this long term timeline?

A.

13

Yes, I was. I helped develop the key milestones included in Section 2.2.2 and Exhibit B
of the Plan.

14
15

Q.

Please describe the key milestones included in the long term timeline.

16

A.

The milestones included on the Companies' long term timeline are set forth in Exhibit B

17

to the Plan. I have already discussed the first six milestones included on Exhibit B and

18

therefore I will focus on those tasks that occur after the end of the Grace Period.

19

The Companies will submit their detailed Deployment Plan at the end of the Assessment

20

Period, which is currently anticipated to be on April 1, 2012. The Companies assume a

21

six month approval process for the Deployment Plan, which would occur on or about

22

October 1, 2012. Within six months of the approval of the Deployment Plan, which will

23

include an updated forecast of costs for recovery, the Companies will commence the

1

build out of the necessary communication and other distribution infrastructure. Given the

2

expanse of the Companies' service territory, this build out is anticipated to take

3

approximately three years. Once the infrastructure is in place, the Companies will install

4

an additional 60,000 meters (beyond the approximate 10,000 installed during the field

5

testing), using this deployment tier to "de-bug" the systems. They will also launch a

6

comprehensive training and customer education program during this timeframe. The

7

Companies anticipate the installation and debugging process taking approximately one

8

year, with full scale deployment starting immediately after that with all meters being

9

deployed to all of the Companies' customers no later than the end of the first quarter of

10

2022.

11
12

Q.

In your opinion, do you think the long term time line is reasonable?

13

A.

Based on information currently available, yes, I do. Please keep in mind, however, that

14

the Plan anticipates the filing of a much more detailed time line when the Plan is

15

supplemented in the Deployment Plan. As Company Witness Paganie indicated, this

16

timeline could perhaps be accelerated once more information becomes available.

17

18

III.

Costs and Cost Recovery

19

Q.

Have you developed a budget for the development of the Deployment Plan?

20

A.

Yes. As noted in the Plan, Black & Veatch, in cooperation with the project team,

21

developed an estimated budget for the development of the Deployment Plan during the

22

Assessment Period which totals $29.5 million.

23

11

1

Q.

Is this budget on an individual or total company basis?

2

A.

The budget is for all costs incurred by all three of the Companies during the Assessment

3

Period.

4
5

Q.

How will the $29.5 million be spent?

6

A.

The table below shows the anticipated cost categories, as well as the timing of the

7

budgeted spend during the Assessment Period. As indicated in the Table, $18.7 million

8

of the total budget is for labor, over $13 million of which will be for consulting and

9

subcontracting services. Another $25 million is budgeted for the meters during the

10

testing phase and an additional $8.3 million is budgeted for hardware, software and

11

related licenses needed for the test phase.
Act 129 Phs 1 Cost

2010

12

2012

2011

02

Q3

Labor
Meters

$1.0
$1.0

$3.0
$1.5

IT/MDMS

$1.0

$2.0

Totals

$ao

$a5

Q1

04
$3.0

01
$2.4

02

03

04

$2.4

$2.3

$2.3

$Z4

$24

01
$2.3

totals
$18.7
$25

$a3

$5.3
$8.3

$23

$Z3

$23

$29.5

13
14

Q,

Companies in Ohio or New Jersey?

15
16

Will any of the budgeted costs incurred support First Energy's Operating

A.

The costs identified above represent costs that are necessary to prepare the Deployment

17

Plan for deploying smart meters in Pennsylvania in order to meet the Companies'

18

statutory obligations under Act 129. It is therefore my opinion, that the costs are being

19

incurred to support customers in Pennsylvania.

20

12

1

Q.

2
3

How much of the total budget is expected to be spent during the first 12 months of
the Assessment Period?

A

4

Based on the above table, $20.2 million of the budget will be spent during the first 12
months of the Assessment Period.

5
6

Q.

Mr. Mills, does this complete your direct testimony?

7

A.

Yes, it does.

13

ROBERT MILLS
Principal Consultant

Program & Project

Management
Business Process
Transformation
Customer Information
Systems - Customer
Care & Marketing
Services
IVR, Web & QA
AMI/AMR
Business Planning
Education
Sir Pierre Van Ryneveld
Matriculation Exemption 1980
USA University Equivalent
Comp. Sciences Degree
Majors: Mathematics, Physics,
Comp. Sciences
SCO UNIX - Advanced Certified
- "ACE"
Six Sigma Black Belt -Villanova
COPC Recertified
Total Years Experience
25
Joined Black & Veatch
2008
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Robert Mills is a senior manager with over twenty-two years of proven
experience in executive leadership, large-scale program and project
management, operations, systems analysis, finance, cost accounting and
budgeting.
He has significant experience with leading Six Sigma initiatives and has
held several key project roles that have focused on AMI/AMR assessment
& deployment, Customer Contact Self Service IVR & Web Portal
enhancements, process improvement, engineering, and business
transformation. Mr. Mills' key strengths include strategic planning, high
complexity project leadership and delivery. Mr. Mills' leadership ability,
strong work ethic, and a commitment to client are second to none and
make him an asset to any team.

Experience Summary
Arise Virtual Solutions
September 2 0 0 7 - August 2008
Vice President Implementations & Process Excellence
Equity executive leadership of Implementations & Process Excellence
division, reporting directly to CEO. Responsible for design and
implementation of global process engineering and design, management
model hierarchy, complex technology project delivery and all Six Sigma
inhiatives. Additional
responsibilities
include business
process
transformation & COPC certification initiatives, PMO steering committee
and large BPO executive sales participation.
Exelon Energy Delivery- Customer & Marketing Services - Customer
Care - Support Services
April 2004 - September 2007
Executive Key Manager Customer Care Support Services
Leadership management of Process Improvement, Program & Project
Management, Quality Assurance and Communications divisions within
Customer Care across Exelon's PECO (PA), and ComEd (IL) service
territories ~ 5.5 million customer base. Responsible for large scale IVR,
Web & Quality Assurance project implementations and enhancements,
Management Model Hierarchy. Additional responsibilities included
active participation on M<&A teams, ACSI and First Touch Resolution
Metrics Benchmarking & Business Case preparation/evaluation,
Enterprise Energy Delivery Business planning
AMRA International
2004-2005
Chief Technology Officer Active board member & Trustee
Exelon Energy Delivery - ComEd - Exelon Energy Delivery - Customer
& Marketing Services - Support Services
January 2003 - A p r i l 2004

Black & Veatch

September 2008

ROBERT MILLS
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Sr. Project Manager & Manager Business Process & Integration
Actively managed entire Customer/1 CIS business support team(s),
monitoring & analysis, regression testing, and help desk. Responsible
Business Lead for Smartsynch two-way pager Interval Data Recorder
(IDR) AMR implementation and Business Case development. National
responsibiUty for Financial Audit, Revenue Maximization, Large
Contract review, KPI's & Benchmarking - Business Steering
committee for AMR sponsored remote disconnect technology-metering
Pilot.
Unicom - ComEd Information Teclinology
February 2000 - December 2002
Project Manager
Actively managed entire Customer/1 meter information technology
project/department. Responsible for staffmg, budgeting and general
day-to-day Project Management. Accountable for delivery integration
of all inbound Meter Data prior to billing (approx. 200,000 reads/day) Mission critical system. IT Lead on Automatic Meter Reading
assessment *& RFP - 1 year in-depth technical and financial analysis of
AMR for ComEd's 3.6 Million Residential &. Commercial Metering.
Synergy Systems & Solutions Inc.
January 1991 - January 2000
President / Owner
Actively owned/operated High End UNIX Accounting software
Design/development Company. Extensive data conversion across
multiple 0/S platforms, custom programming, EDI X12 and wide
area systems integration.
Data Pro Accounting Software
April 1989 - December 1990
Director of Support Services
Duties included: Management of National Accounting Software
Manufacture's support department, staff of 8, across 40 accounting
modules operating under XENIX, UNIX, AIX, Novell Netware and
DOS. Full accountability for support and development and interdepartmental communications, client billing A/R, A/P and product
testing.
The Saudi British Bank (TSV) -HSBC Group
Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Group
January 1983 - January 1989
Manager Office Automation
Full Managerial duties included: Software development and hardware
maintenance team leadership. Designed and implemented high
security software for automated signature verification - wide area
nationwide. Active participation and key member in white-collar
fraud unit (Internal Code Investigations) and Technical Services

Black & Veatch

September 2008
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steering committee. Successfully
implemented electronics
engineering department for in-house component level computer
repair and maintenance. Directed and controlled all purchases,
insurance, inventory and payments for all computer related
equipment, software and hardware supplies. In depth research of
proprietary software. Responsible for design and implementation of
wide area national communication networking.

Black & Veatch

September 2008
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SMART METER TECHNOLOGY PROCUREMENT AND INSTALLATION PLAN

Testimony
of
Raymond I. Parrish

List of Topics Addressed
Cost Recovery and Reconciliation of Plan Costs

1

I.

Introduction and Background

2
3

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

4

A.

My name is Raymond I. Parrish and my business address is FirstEnergy, P.O. Box 16001,

5

Reading, Pennsylvania 19612-6001.

6
7

Q.

Mr. Parrish, by whom are you employed and in what capacity?

8

A.

I am employed by FirstEnergy Service Company as a Senior Business Analyst in
FirstEnergy Service Company's Pennsylvania Rate Department. This department

9
10

provides regulatory support for Metropolitan Edison Company ("Met-Ed"), Pennsylvania

11

Electric Company ("Penelec") and Pennsylvania Power Company ("Penn Power")

12

(collectively " the Companies"). I report to the Manager of Rates and Regulatory Affairs

13

" Pennsylvania and am responsible for the development and preparation of the

14

Companies' accounting and financial data in support of rate-related matters before the

15

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("PUC" or "Commission").

16
17

Q.

Please describe your educational and professional background?

18

A.

I graduated from Indiana University of Pennsylvania with a Bachelor of Science degree

19

in Business Administration/Accounting in 1978 and a Master of Business Administration

20

degree in 1987. I am a licensed Certified Public Accountant in the Commonwealth of

21

Pennsylvania and a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

22

Prior to the merger of GPU, Inc. into FirstEnergy Corp. in 2001,1 spent more than twenty

23

years working in various capacities within the GPU organization. My work experience is

24

more fully described in Appendix A.

2

Q.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

3

A.

I am testifying on behalf of Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn Power.

5

Q.

What is the purpose of your direct testimony?

6

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to introduce and explain the Companies' proposed cost

4

7

recovery mechanisms that will be used to recover the costs incurred by the Companies

8

during the planning and implementation of the Companies' Smart Meter Technology

9

Procurement and Installation Plan ("Plan") that is being filed pursuant to Act 129 of
2008, 66 Pa C.S. § 2807(f) ("Act 129").

10
11
12

Q.

Mr. Parrish, have you prepared exhibits to accompany your testimony?

13

A.

Yes. Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibits RIP-1 through RIP-3 were prepared by me or

14

under my supervision and are described in detail later in my testimony.

15
16

H.

Rider Cost Recovery and Reconciliation

Q.

Mr. Parrish, do the Companies' current tariffs have in place rates that will recover

17
18
19

the costs associated with the development and implementation of the Plan that is

20

being proposed in this proceeding?

21
22
23

A.

No, they do not. The costs associated with the development and implementation of the
Plan are not being recovered through existing base rates.

1

Q.

What recovery mechanism are the Companies proposing?

2

A.

As permitted by Act 129 and 66 Pa. C.S. § 1307, the Companies are proposing to

3

implement a Smart Meter Technologies ("SMT-C") Rider for Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn

4

Power which are included as Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibits RIP-1 through RIP-3,

5

respectively.

6
7

Q.

Please describe the SMT-C Riders.

8

A.

As previously indicated, Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibits RIP-1 through RIP-3 are

9

copies of the Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn Power SMT-C Riders, respectively. Page 1 of

10

each rider sets forth the SMT-C rates, while the remaining pages of each rider set forth

11

the formula and description for developing the SMT-C rates and the reconciliation of

12

revenues billed under the SMT-C Riders to actual costs as they are incurred.

13
14

The SMT-C rates are expressed as a monthly customer charge and will be billed on that

15

basis to all metered customer accounts. The SMT-C rates will be calculated and stated

16

separately for the residential, commercial, and industrial customer classes. The rate

17

schedules that comprise the residential, commercial, and industrial customer classes are

18

identified on Page 1 of each Company's rider.

19
20

For Met-Ed and Penelec, the rate schedules that comprise the residential customer class

21

are the same (Rate Schedules RS, RT, and GS - Volunteer Fire Company and Non-Profit

22

Ambulance Service, Rescue Squad and Senior Center Service Rate). For Penn Power,

23

the residential class is comprised of Rate Schedules RS; RS Optional Controlled Service

1

Rider; RH, RH Water Heating Option; WH; and GS Special Provision for Volunteer Fire

2

Companies, Non Profit Senior Citizen Centers, Non-Profit Rescue Squads, and Non-

3

Profit Ambulance Services.

4
5

Met-Ed's commercial customer class is comprised of Rate Schedules GS-Small, GS-

6

Medium, and MS. Penelec's commercial customer class consists of Rate Schedules GS-

7

Small, GS-Medium, and H. Penn Power's commercial customer class is comprised of

8

Rate Schedules GS, GS Special Rule GSDS, GS Optional Controlled Service Rider, OH

9

With Cooling Capabilities, OH Without Cooling Capabilities, and WH Non-Residential.

10
11

Met-Ed's industrial customer class is comprised of Rate Schedules GS-Large, GP, and

12

TP. Penelec's industrial customer class is made up of Rate Schedules GS-Large, GP, and

13

LP. Penn Power's industrial customer class consists of Rate Schedules GP and GT.

14
15

Because Met-Ed's and Penelec's Borderline Service rate schedules are both only

16

available to public utility companies for resale in adjacent service territories under

17

reciprocal agreements between Met-Ed or Penelec and other public utilities, these public

18

utilities are not eligible for the installation of smart meter technologies that are being

19

proposed in the Companies' Plan. Therefore, no SMT-C rate will be applied to these

20

Companies' Borderline Service customers.

21
22
23

Q.

Will the SMT-C rates be applicable to Met-Ed's, Penelec's, and Penn Power's street
lighting and outdoor lighting rate schedules?

1

A.

No, they will not. Service provided under Met-Ed's (Rate Schedules Street Lighting

2

Service, Ornamental Street Lighting, and Outdoor Lighting Service), Penelec's ( Rate

3

Schedules High Pressure Sodium Vapor Street Lighting Service, Municipal Street

4

Lighting Service, and Outdoor Lighting Service) and Penn Power's (Rate Schedules PLS,

5

SV, SVD, and SM) street lighting and outdoor lighting schedules are provided on an

6

unmetered basis. Therefore, it is not appropriate for an SMT-C rate to be billed to these

7

customer accounts on a monthly basis.

8
9

Q.

10
11

What was the basis for determining by Company the customer class into which each
respective Rate Schedule was grouped?

A.

For Met-Ed and Penelec, the SMT-C Rate Schedule groupings by residential,

12

commercial, and industrial customer classes are the same as those proposed by the

13

Companies in their current Defauh Service Supply Plans Proceeding at Docket Nos. P-

14

2009-2093053 (Met-Ed) and P-2009-2093054 (Penelec) for recovery of defauh service

15

costs. Penn Power's SMT-C Rate Schedule groupings, with the exception of Rate

16

Schedule GS Special Rule GSDS included as part of the commercial customer class,

17

mirror those for default service cost recovery approved by the Commission in 2008 in

18

Penn Power's Interim Default Service Supply Plan Proceeding at Docket No. P-

19

00072305.

20
21

Q.

When would the SMT-C Riders for each Company become effective?

22

A.

The Companies are proposing that their SMT-C Riders become effective for service

23

rendered on or after April 1, 2010.

1
2

Q.

Are the Companies proposing specific SMT-C rates at this time?

3

A.

No. Page 1 of Met-Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibits RIP-1, RIP-2, and RIP-3 have

4

placeholders for the applicable residential, commercial, and industrial SMT-C rates that

5

v^ould be effective April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011. These rates will be calculated

6

when the Companies' Plan and forecasted costs have been reviewed and approved by the

7

Commission in this proceeding. The computation of the Companies' initial SMT-C rates

8

and tariff supplements to be effective April 1, 2010 through March 31, 2011 will be filed

9

within 30 days of the Commission's final order approving the Companies' Plan.

10
11

Q.

12
13

Are the SMT-C Riders and the associated SMT-C rates by-passable for customers
served under the Rate Schedules identified in the proposed SMT-C Riders?

A.

No. Except for the Borderline Service customers previously discussed for Met-Ed and

14

Penelec, the SMT-C Riders and applicable SMT-C rates will be applied during each

15

billing month to customers served under the Rates Schedules identified as part of either

16

the residential, commercial, or industrial classes.

17
18

Q.

Are all three Companies' SMT-C Riders structured the same?

19

A.

Yes, they are.

Q.

How are the SMT-C Riders structured?

20
21

1

A.

The SMT-C rates to be billed to the residential, commercial and industrial classes consist

2

of two principal components. The first is the SMTc, or "current cosf component; the

3

second, the reconciliation component, or "E" factor.

4
5

Q.

Please describe the SMTc component.

6

A.

The SMTc component represents the recovery of projected costs to be incurred during the

7

current twelve-month period ending March 31 or "Computational Year" that the SMT-C

8

rates will be in effect for each customer class. As shown on pages 2 and 3 of Met-

9

Ed/Penelec/Penn Power Exhibits RIP-1 (Met-Ed SMT-C Rider), RIP-2 (Penelec SMT-C

10

Rider), and RIP-3 (Penn Power SMT-C Rider), the SMTc component is customer class

11

specific. The projected costs to be included in development of each customer class'

12

SMT-C rate are identified as SMTexpi and SMTEXP2.

13
14

SMTiixpi represents a projection of customer class costs associated with the Plan as

15

approved by the Commission for the SMT-C Computational Year. These costs will be

16

allocated to each customer class based on the number of customers in each customer

17

class. During the implementation phase, these costs would also include carrying charges

18

on capital costs, depreciation expense, and operational and maintenance expenses

19

projected for the Computational Year, along with an allocated portion of any projected

20

indirect costs that benefit all the respective Companies' Customer Classes during this

21

same period.

22

1

SMTEXP2

represents an allocated portion of administrative start-up costs incurred by either

2

Met-Ed, Penelec, or Penn Power through March 31, 2010 in connection with the

3

development of each Company's Plan. These costs to design, create, and obtain

4

Commission approval for Met-Ed's, Penelec's, and Penn Power's Plan would include

5

consultant costs, legal fees, and other direct and indirect costs associated with the

6

development and implementation of the Companies' Plan in compliance with

7

Commission directives. The Companies are proposing that the SMTEXP2 costs be

8

amortized over the 12-month period ending March 31, 2011. Interest will be accrued

9

monthly on the average of the beginning and ending of the month balance of these costs

10

as they are incurred by either Met-Ed, Penelec, or Penn Power and included in the

11

determination of the monthly amortized amount. The interest shall be computed at the

12

legal rate determined pursuant to 41 P.S. §202.

13
14

Q.

With respect to the capital expenditures that will comprise the SMTEXPI cost

15

component, what capital structure and cost rates will be used to determine the

16

weighted monthly return on these investments?

17

A.

The Companies are proposing that the capital structure be based upon Met-Ed's and

18

Penelec's normalized capital structures of 51% long-term debt and 49% common equity

19

as approved by Commission Order in Met-Ed's and Penelec's most recent distribution

20

base rate case proceeding that was entered January 11, 2007 at Docket Nos. R-0061366

21

(Met-Ed) and R-00061367 (Penelec). These capital ratios are also proposed to be

22

applicable to Penn Power.

23

1

The Companies are proposing that a common equity rate of 10.1% representing the

2

allowed return on common equity as specified for Met-Ed and Penelec in the above-

3

mentioned Commission Order entered January 11, 2007 be utilized in the computation of

4

the weighted average monthly return on smart meter technologies capital expenditures,

5

including Penn Power. The Companies will update the long-term debt rate component of

6

this monthly return calculation on smart meter capital expenditures each April 1 based on

7

the most recent calendar year's weighted rate as presented by the Companies in their

8

respective quarterly Financial Reports filed with the Commission pursuant to 52 Pa. Code

9

§§71.1 -71.9.

10
11

Q.

Please explain how the E factor component of the SMT-C rates will work.

12

The E factor component of each Company's residential, commercial, and industrial class

13

specific SMT-C rates represents a reconciliation of actual SMT-C costs incurred by

14

customer class to actual SMT-C revenues billed by customer class on a monthly basis.

15

For each Company this monthly reconciliation by specific customer class will result in

16

either an over-collection of costs by customer class (revenues billed, excluding

17

Pennsylvania Gross Receipts Tax ("GRT"), above actual costs) or an under-collection by

18

customer class (revenues billed, excluding Pennsylvania GRT, below actual costs). Each

19

month, by specific customer class for each Company, interest will be calculated from the

20

month the over- or under-collection occurs until the month that the over-collection is

21

refunded or the under-collection is recovered from customers in each specific customer

22

class. The interest will be calculated at the legal rate specified in 41 P.S. §202, which is

23

currently a six percent annual rate. The cumulative net balance, including the above-

mentioned interest, by each Company's customer classes for the current Reconciliation
2

Year ended January 31 (as well as any customer class specific reconciliation balances

3

remaining to be recovered or refunded from previous Reconciliation Years) will then be

4

included for recovery in the customer class specific SMT-C rates that would be

5

calculated for the subsequent Computational Year of the SMT-C rates on a customer

6

class specific basis.

7
8

Q.

9
10

Will the initial SMT-C rates by customer class include a reconciliation or E factor
component?

A.

No. The initial SMT-C rates will not include a reconciliation or E factor component.

11

Because the SMT-C Riders are proposed to be effective on November 1, 2009, there will

12

be no previous monthly over or under-collections of revenues collected to costs incurred.

13
14

Q.

15
16

How often will changes to the SMT-C rates by customer class be filed with the
Commission?

A.

With the exception of the initial SMT-C rates for the twelve month period ending March

17

31, 2011 that I addressed earlier in my testimony, any subsequent changes in the SMT-C

18

rates, under normal operation of the Companies' proposed SMT Riders, would be filed,

19

with supporting details, by March 1 of each year to be effective the following April 1.

20

However, upon determination that the SMT-C rates would result in material over- or

21

under-collections of recoverable costs incurred or expected to be incurred during the then

22

current SMT-C Computational Year, the Companies may request that the Commission

10

1

approve interim revisions to the SMT-C rates to be effective thirty days from the date of

2

filing.

3
4

Q,

5
6

How do the Companies propose to recover the remaining costs associated with
meters replaced as a result of each Companies' Plan?

A.

The Companies are proposing that existing meters that become obsolete due to

7

replacements by smart meters would continue to be depreciated over the remaining lives

8

per the respective Company's Annual Depreciation Reports as filed with and approved by

9

the Commission pursuant to 52 Pa. Code, §§ 73.1 - 73.9 and continue to be recovered

10

through current rates. Each company will explore the need for accelerated depreciation

11

of the obsolete meters replaced under the Plan in its next distribution rate case

12

proceeding.

13
14

Q.

In your opinion, do the Companies' proposed SMT-C Riders as described in your

15

testimony meet the requirements for a reconcilable adjustment clause tariff

16

mechanism as set forth in 66 Pa. C.S. § 1307?

17

A.

Yes, they do meet the requirements of 66 Pa. C.S. § 1307, as well as the provisions

18

included in both the Commission's Implementation Order on Smart Meter Procurement

19

and Installation entered June 24, 2009, at Docket No. M-2009-2092655 ("Implementation

20

Order") and Act 129.

21
22
23

Q.

Will the Companies file with the Commission any reports related to the SMT-C
Riders?

1

A.

Yes. As stated in each Company's respective SMT-C Rider, an annual report that sets

2

forth the revenues billed and costs incurred will be filed each year with the Commission

3

within thirty days of the end of the Reconciliation Year (twelve months ending January

4

31). These reconciliations will be provided by customer class and will be subject to

5

annual review and audit by the Commission.

6
7

III.

Summary of Benefits of SMT-C Riders

Q.

Mr. Parrish please summarize the benefits of the Companies' proposed SMT-C

8
9
10
11

Riders.
A.

Consistent with the Commission's Implementation Order and Act 129, the Companies'

12

proposed SMT-C Riders will permit Met-Ed, Penelec, and Penn Power to bill annual,

13

levelized SMT-C rates expressed as a monthly charge to all residential, commercial, and

14

industrial customers. The rates are calculated specifically for each customer class to

15

recover the Companies' Plan costs approved by the Commission in this proceeding

16

consistent with Act 129 and the provisions included in 66 Pa. C.S. § 1307. When

17

coupled with the reconciliation provisions included in the Riders, the SMT-C rates will

18

provide full, equitable and timely cost recovery of actual Plan costs incurred by each

19

Company.

20
21

Q.

Mr. Parrish, does this complete your direct testimony?

22

A.

Yes, it does.
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Resume: Education and Experience of Raymond I. Parrish
Education:
1978
1987

Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration/Accounting - Indiana
University of Pennsylvania
Master of Business Administration Degree - Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Professional License:
Certified Public Accountant, Pennsylvania
Experience:
7/78 - 12/79
12/79 - 8/84
8/84 - 6/87
6/87 - 9/89
9/89 - 4/92
4/92 - 3/95
3/95 - 8/96
8/96 - 2/99
2/99 " 1/02
1/02- Present

Staff Accountant - Barnes, Saly and Company, Certified Public
Accountants
Auditor- GPU Service Corporation
Rate Analyst within the Rate Department - Pennsylvania Electric
Company ("Penelec")
Senior Rate Analyst within the Rate Department (Penelec)
Supervisor - Rate Revenue Requirements within the Rate
Department (Penelec)
Manager - Rate Revenue Requirements within the Rate Department
(Penelec)
Manager - Rate Revenue Requirement within the Regulatory Affairs
and Pricing Department (Met-Ed/Penelec)
Staff Analyst within the Rate Department (GPU Energy)
Revenue Requirements Specialist within the Rate Department (GPU
Energy)
Senior Business Analyst within Rates and Regulatory Affairs Pennsylvania (FirstEnergy)

Prepared and presented testimony in the following rate-related cases:
Pa. P.U.C. Cases: Docket Nos. P-2009-2093053
P-2009-2093054
M-2008-2077883
M-2008-2077886
M-2008-2077888
M-2008-2044167
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M-2008-2041169
P-00072305
C-00945489
P-00920567
M-920312,etal.
D-90E011
1-900005
M-FACE9105
M-FACE 9106
M-FACE9001
M-FACE 9004
M-FACE 8902
M-FACE 8909
Assisted in development and preparation in the following rate-related cases:
Pa. P.U.C. Cases: Docket Nos. P-00062235
R-00061366
R-00061367
P-00062213
P-00062214
P-00052149
P-00052188
R-00016851C0001
R-00016852C0001
R-00016853C0001
A-110300F.0095
A-110400F.0040
P-00001860
P-00001861
P-00001837(Phase2)
P-00001838(Phase2)
R-00974008 (Phase 1)
R-00974009 (Phase 1)
P-00971215
P-00971216
P-00971217
P-00971223
P-00971278
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P-00961015
P-00950968
C-902788 and C-902799
R-860413
R-842771
M-870172
C-860690
A-110400F009
M-FACE 8810
M-FACE 8811
FERC Case:
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